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“Sometimes, if you
stand on the bottom
rail of a bridge and
lean over to watch the
river slipping slowly
away beneath you, you
will suddenly know
everything there is to
be known.”
― A.A. Milne
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Preface
As a creative person with a great interest in the landscape I felt that the final result
of studying landscape architecture for some time should involve a research topic
that I was passionate about and the outcomes should be both academic as well
as an artistic expression. This however created a struggle between designing with
the purpose of supporting the research and designing with aesthetics and form in
mind with the purpose of making something beautiful. Landscape architecture in
my opinion includes both scientific research and a degree of artistry. So I combined
both as I am convinced that a strong spatial design makes use of the existing spatial
characteristics of an area to the fullest.
There are a lot of processes going on in nature, in the landscape, which we easily
overlook. The outcomes of these processes can make us stop for a moment and
make us realise that these processes are actually continuously going on and we
sense them at that moment not just with our mind, but with all our senses. The
change of the seasons seems to happen almost overnight sometimes. Heavy rain
can make us aware of the presence of water where we didn’t notice it before. So
while we can look at facts, the dates that tell us when the seasons change or at a
map showing rain clouds, what we see, smell, feel, hear and taste with our body
does influence how we experience our surroundings and how aware we are of it.
I am grateful to my supervisors for guiding me through the process of writing my
thesis. I thank Jhon van Veelen for guiding me in the design process and Ingrid
Duchhart for her guidance, difficult questions and for helping me be critical about
my own work. I also want to thank Kevin for his help in the final stages of my thesis,
providing feedback and supervising me in the effort of bringing everything together
into a coherent report.
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Summary
Landscapes with characteristic landscape qualities and a strong link to the regional
landscape identity are important to preserve. Where urbanization and expanding
urban areas have impacted these landscapes measures must be taken to guide
changes. The landscape identity is both regionally defined and perceived by
individuals. Urban areas especially affect the natural water systems. The cross
border region of the Three Countries Park (Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands)
has several strong landscape characteristics. In the case of Aachen urban expansion
has affected the visibility of the landscape identity. The visual experiences, as part of
the visibility of the landscape identity, of three stream valleys in and around Aachen
have been researched. By research-through-designing the outcomes of the research
and the analysis are directly incorporated in the design. The design process acts as a
research tool as well. The final design aims to improve the visibility of the landscape
system by designing a stream valley as a connected element.
The landscape analysis introduces the landscape characteristics and explains
the relationship between Aachen and the landscape, because the presence of
the streams and thermal springs play an important role in Aachen's history. The
landscape characteristics are used to guide part of the visual research.
The visual research concentrates on the visual experiences of three stream valleys,
the valleys of the Johannisbach, Gillesbach and part of the Wurm. The focus of
this research lies on the visibility of the stream, the appearance of the stream and
valley, dominant landscape features and defining landscape elements. The main
findings show that; there are several critical points where the visual experiences are
diminished because of obstacles, there is a lack of visual continuity and a missing
connection between the springs and the tributary of the Wurm River, and that
interventions can improve the visibility of the stream and the presence of water
in the valleys. The outcomes of the research are translated into four visual design
guidelines and 10 smaller specific interventions which should improve the visibility
of the stream and strengthen the characteristic landscape system of the valley.
In the design these guidelines are elaborated into three detailed designs for the
valley of the Gillesbach. The continuity of the stream valley and the coherence
of the system is shown by designing both the valley on a larger scale and the
interventions in detailed designs on a smaller scale. The outcomes of the design
can be important tools in creating awareness about the role of the stream valleys in
future urban renewal and the development of the landscape.
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Zusammenfassung
Landschaften mit charakteristischen Landschaftsqualitäten und mit einer
starken Verbindung zur Landschaftsidentität einer Region sind besonders
schützenswert. Wo Urbanisierung und städtischen Erweiterung diese Landschaften
beeinflusst haben, sind Schritte erforderlich um die Veränderungen zu lenken.
Die Landschaftsidentität ist sowohl regional definiert als auch individuell lokal
wahrgenommen. Städte beeinflussen vor allem die natürlichen Wassersysteme der
Landschaften. Die grenzüberschreitende Region des Dreiländerpark (Deutschland,
Belgien und die Niederlande) hat mehrere dominante Landschaftsmerkmale. Im
Fall von Aachen hat die Stadterweiterung die Sichtbarkeit der Landschaftsidentität
beeinflusst. Die visuellen Erlebnisse entlang drei Bachläufen in und um Aachen
werden als Teil der Sichtbarkeit der Landschaftsidentität erforscht. Durch researchthrough-designing werden die Ergebnisse der Forschung direkt in das Design
integriert. Der Designprozess selbst dient dabei auch als Forschungsinstrument. Das
Design hat als Ziel die Sichtbarkeit des Landschaftssystems zu verbessern durch die
Gestaltung eines Bachlaufs als ein zusammenhängendes Element.
Die Landschaftsanalyse führt die Landschaftsmerkmale ein und erklärt die
Zusammenhang zwischen der Stadt Aachen und ihrer Landschaft, denn die
Anwesenheit der Bäche und Thermalquellen spielten eine wichtige Rolle in Aachens
Geschichte. Die Landschafts Charakteristiken geben dabei der visuellen Forschung
eine Richtung.
Die visuelle Forschung konzentriert sich auf die visuellen Erlebnisse von drei
Bachtälern, den Tälern des Johannisbach, Gillesbach und einem Teil von der Wurm.
Der Schwerpunkt liegt dabei auf die Sichtbarkeit von den Bäche, der Erscheinung
des Baches und des Tales, dominante Charakteristika der Landschaft und ihren
definierenden Elementen. Die wichtigsten Ergebnisse sind; dass es mehrere
kritische Punkte gibt bei denen die visuellen Erlebnisse aufgrund von Hindernissen
vermindert sind, es fehlt an visueller Kontinuität und an eine Verbindung zwischen
den Quellen und dem Wurm Fluss, und Eingriffe können die Sichtbarkeit des
Baches und die Erfahrung von Wasser in den Tälern verbessern. Die Ergebnisse
werden in vier visuelle Gestaltungsrichtlinien und zehn kleinere spezifische
Interventionen umgesetzt. Sie sollen die Sichtbarkeit des Baches verbessern und das
charakteristische Landschaftssystem des Tales stärken. Diese Richtlinien werden in
drei detaillierte Entwürfe für das Tal des Gillesbachs ausgearbeitet. Die Kontinuität
des Bachlaufs und der Zusammenhang des Systems wird gezeigt durch den Entwurf
von Tal und die Interventionen in detaillierten Designs in einem kleineren Maßstab.
Die Ergebnisse des Designs können wichtige Mittel sein um Bewusstsein zu schaffen
über die Rolle der Bachtäler haben in zukünftigen Stadterneuerungen und der
Entwicklung der Landschaft.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1

This chapter provides the reader with the larger context (1.1) of the
research by addressing first larger issues of urbanization and the
consequences of expanding cities on surrounding landscapes. Especially
relevant for the further research and design are the changing landscape
identities of traditional and characteristic landscapes under the influence of
expanding urban areas.
After the study case is introduced the plans which act as a base for the
research and design conducted in this thesis are explained (1.2).
The second part of this chapter introduces the research (1.3). It explains
the problem addressed in this thesis (1.3.1), the research and the design
objectives (1.3.2) and the knowledge gap encountered in the reviewing of
the literature (1.3.3). The methodology (1.3.5) gives a first overview of the
methods used to answer the research and design questions (1.3.4). The
methods are expanded on in a little more detail at the beginning of the
relevant chapters.
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1.1 Urbanization and the visibility of the landscape
identity: the context
Urbanization and landscape
Urban areas have been continuing to grow as more people choose to live in
cities and urban regions. Urban dynamics have become more complicated and
the definition of a city has become more complex. (Haase & Schwarz, 2016)
“Urbanization is a demographic process of an increasing number of people living
in urban areas. Urbanization is also a spatial, land use process that predominantly
results in the physical growth of built-up areas […].” (Haase & Schwarz, 2016, 51)
Urban growth can be defined as “the physical conversion of land to urban use
that was previously defined in imagery as forest, open space, agricultural land, or
otherwise nonurban use” (Keller & Vance, 2017, 2). Land cover characteristics, land
use patterns, natural features, infrastructure and socioeconomic characteristics are
important driving forces behind urbanization (Keller & Vance, 2017).
Between the urban areas and open rural countryside a gradient is noticeable where
the landscape is neither completely urban nor rural. This gradient changes when
rural land is changed into for example residential areas and so isn’t stable over
time but fluctuates as a city expands or shrinks. This gradient or edge between
urban and rural areas affects the natural environment as the human demands on
the landscape increase and ecosystem functions decline. (Haase & Schwarz, 2016)
Urbanization processes moreover disrupt the natural flow of the water systems
as cities create more impervious surface areas, concentrate demand from natural
water resources and complicate the link between cities as “complex and dynamic
environmental systems” and water- and land use (Gober & Quay, 2016, 98). Cities
depend on the natural regulatory forces of the landscape to regulate for example
upstream water flow and downstream impact provision is case of high surface
runoff (Elmqvist et al., 2016).
Even close to urban areas and in some large urban agglomerations you get the
feeling of being in the countryside. These remains of the rural landscape are often
valuable pieces of land and can give a hint of what the landscape might have
looked like before. (Tummers & Tummers-Zuurmond, 1997) As cities develop along
the main access roads “between these lobes of urban development, wedges of
remarkably untouched countryside can remain” (Antrop, 2004, 16).

Identity of the landscape
Urbanized areas take up relatively little space as most land uses like agriculture
and forestry take up more space; however a city does have a big impact on the
environment and direct surrounding landscape (Haase & Schwarz, 2016). On both
local and regional scale urbanization occurs, because on a local scale land use
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transformations impact for example the local hydrology and on a regional scale
areas and dynamics are impacted by the consequences of urbanization occurring
globally. (Seto & Solecki, 2016) Some key processes, like geomorphological
processes and colonization patterns, have a lasting impact on the dynamics taking
place in a region and determine how future urbanization processes take place.
These key processes are also important for the (regional) identity of the landscape
of an area. (Marcucci, 2000)

Detachment of
cities from the
landscape, both
physically and
mentally

The components of landscape identity are the result of the processes and dynamics
which have created a landscape. Landscape identity can be defined as “the
perceived uniqueness of a place” (Stobbelaar & Pedroli, 2011, 322) and a distinction
can be made between place identity and regional identity, where place identity
relates to a smaller area and regional identity relates to “a larger area that has a
certain unity in features like geography, natural and cultural heritage” (Stobbelaar &
Pedroli, 2011, 326). Urbanization involves an increased pressure on the landscape
and with this the change of landscape characteristics and loss of coherence
between landscape features (Antrop, 2005). Coherence of landscape features is
moreover affected by “the use of alien-building materials, or by the creation of new
structures or activities that are intrusive or disruptive of the landscape” (Krause,
2001, 249). These landscape characteristics can be classified for specific regions
by analysing the landscape forming processes of a region (valleys, slopes and
plateaus formed under the process of water erosion), analysing in more detail ways
humans have taken to changing these features for example for agricultural use, or
by analysing other features. Moreover urbanization and increased pressure on the
landscape do not benefit the struggle against climate change.
The loss of landscape identity is a direct consequence of urbanization processes
and the transformation of rural landscape into urban area. These processes can
influence large regions, however the landscape identity of a region is noticeable
to people on a much smaller scale. What is perceived by people, the link between
the physical environment and a sense of community by people, which involves
spatial lay-out, architecture and green structure, are much more important for
the identity of a landscape on a human scale. Describing this landscape identity
on a smaller scale is difficult with just the information focused on regional scale.
(Stobbelaar & Pedroli, 2011) The landscape identity of a region can only provide
a basis of information after which smaller studies into the local landscape should
determine features important to small scale landscape identity. It is even more
important to consider the small scale as “people are keen to identify with their local
environment, in which they feel the basis of their regional identity” (Stobbelaar &
Pedroli, 2011, 330).

Loss of identity

When traditional landscapes are altered, elements and structures are added, they
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become “highly fragmented and lose their identity” (Antrop, 2004, 9).
However the single features which together create a landscape system, don’t create
the landscape identity of a region, as it is not just “the sum of those factors that
makes one region dissimilar to another region” (Stobbelaar & Pedroli, 2011, 332). A
complete landscape identity would have to involve not just the structural elements
of a landscape, but also include an evaluation of those elements as perceived by
locals to be important for the identity of the landscape.
“The local landscape image consists not only of its spatial and structural parts but
also of the formal expression of the landscape’s general spatial character in an
area or a region. It reflects the characteristics of natural and cultural space and
the variety and beauty of a long-term operating natural and cultivated landscape.”
(Krause, 2001, 240).
Living in urban areas requires the identification of the inhabitants with the build
environment, according to Tummers & Tummers-Zuurmond (1997). This is the
result of an increased interest in the historical dimension and ‘genius loci’ of the
city. The old city centres of a city become situated inside of newer parts of the city
and remains of the landscape and historical monuments have to be incorporated in
this new urban fabric. (Tummers & Tummers-Zuurmond, 1997)

Study case: the case of Aachen within the cross border region of
the Three Countries Park
Recognizing the need for a cross border view on the changing landscape and
the impact of a larger urban region on that landscape, the Three Countries Park
was initiated as a “cross-border testing ground for improving the effectiveness of
European policy for territorial cohesion” (ESPON, 2013). The Three Countries Park
is a cross-border region situated in the heart of the Euregion Meuse-Rhine between
the cities of Maastricht (NL), Aachen (DE), Hasselt (BE), Heerlen (NL) and Liège (BE)
(see figure 1.6). Two million people live in and around it and it has a number of
strong landscape assets and qualities. (ESPON, 2014)
Aachen is an interesting and relevant case to consider in the Three Countries Park.
Urbanization has had a profound impact on the water systems and regulatory forces
of the landscape. The landscape (and geological, topographical and soil conditions)
has been an important defining factor for the development of the cities in this
cross border region. Aachen developed as a city because of these special local
factors. Aachen is located at the source of the Wurm River and has a close historic
relationship with its streams and thermal springs (of which many were covered at
the beginning of the twentieth century).

5

Link to landscape
system

Figure 1.5 The cross border region of the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium (circle)
and Aachen within it. Source: Google Maps.

Figure 1.1 to 1.4 The Aachener Dom (Cathedral), city hall, well known Christmas
market and Aachener Wald (forest) are important defining factors for the identity of
Aachen in the region.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Figure 1.6 The Three Countries Park (red dashed line) and the city of Aachen within
it. Source: ESPON, 2014

1.2 Existing plans
Within the Three Countries Park region the city of Aachen is the focus of my Master
Thesis, especially the (suburban) landscape surrounding the city and the stream
valleys as they have remained mostly unbuilt as the city expanded. The open
landscape now mainly exists out of green wedges in between the urban ‘fingers’ of
the city.
During the LP3LP project (Landschapsbeleid voor het Drielandenpark) several
principles were created as part of a cross border landscape perspective to act as
guiding principles for the changes within the characteristic landscape of the region.
These principles focus on preserving and developing the characteristic landscape
and landscape elements of the region, like the stream valleys, forested slopes,
hedge structures, orchards and green village edges.

“The guiding principles [ …] are still abstract and developed on a large scale.
They need to be elaborated into place-based solutions that include and
consider the specific physical and cultural situation at hand. (ESPON, 2013,
98).
7

The implementation of the principles in the surrounding landscape around the city
of Aachen and developing the green wedges with the stream valleys to connecting
elements requires knowledge of the local landscape, “whose character is the result
of natural and/or human factors shows an individual shape and history and a unique
configuration under constant change. It could be considered ‘a place’ itself or a
‘composition of places’ ” (ESPON, 2013, 179). To understand the local landscape not
only an understanding of specific physical and cultural situation is necessary, also
understanding the experiences in the landscape is important so that a local design
is not just a mere layering of knowledge on a specific site and giving form, but
also reinterpreting the knowledge (Crotty, 1998). Documenting and analysing the
(visual) experience of the landscape of the stream valleys is important in order to
describe the local landscape experiences and to understand experience on a human
scale. Specific data needed to understand the local landscape can be gathered and
analysed as the base.

1. Wet valley floors 2.
Forest on steep slopes
The municipality of Aachen has indicated areas where the green wedges that reach 3. Emphasise high
ridges 4. Green village
towards the city from the outside landscape have to be enhanced and secured
fringes 5. Restore strip
among other relevant issues in their Masterplan 2030 (Stadt Aachen, 2012). The
lynchets 6. (Re-)develop
green wedges radiate from the city in almost every direction. To the south they
standard orchards 7.
reach towards the forest and to the north they transition into the open agriculture (Re-)develop hedge
landscape and connect to the many other villages. These green areas so close to the structures 8. Restore
springs and sources 9.
city are optimal for making green and blue connections between the surrounding
Restricted building 10.
landscape and the city (Jong, 2011). Here the stream valleys and streams can play
Building fitting in village
an important role as the elements that provide routes for people to move from
structure and silhouette
the city to the surrounding landscape. Since the streams run through the city from 11. Landscape-based
restructuring of built-up
south to north they can also connect the landscape north and south of the city
and provide routes for people passing through the city. The municipality of Aachen areas 12. Urban-open
space accessibility for
states the importance of connecting the inner city green areas with the surrounding
slow traffic 13. Improved
nature and cultural landscape, making the water structures visible and creating the access to heritage and
opportunities to experience these water structures (Stadt Aachen, 2012) (see figure nature sites for slow
traffic
1.8).

Figure 1.7 Guiding principles developed for the Three Countries Park.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Figure 1.8 Map showing the landscape goals, where the stream valleys are defined as ‘green fingers’ which
should be maintained and extended, from the Aachen’s Masterplan 2030.
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1.3 Introduction to the research
1.3.1 Problem statement
As introduced the 13 guiding principles developed for the cross border landscape of
the Three Countries Park and the new Masterplan 2030 for Aachen, helped create
the context for the issues researched in more detail in this thesis.
The cross border landscape in the Three Countries Park has a distinctive geological
composition and topography, which are the direct result of the influence of
water. The Meuse with its smaller side tributaries, rivers and streams created the
landscape of plateaus, slopes and valleys. (Kerkstra, et al., 2007) The rivers and
streams were (and still are) important creating factors. The Wurm River, which

Open stream channel
Enclosed (covered) stream channel
Stream with sponsorship/patronage

Figure 1.9 This section of a larger map shows the
streams in and around the city of Aachen. The red
dotted lines show the covered hidden parts which are
not visible at street level. Source: Ökologie-Zentrum
Aachen.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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springs in the slopes south of Aachen, is one of the two larger tributaries of the Rur
River, which is a tributary of the Meuse River. Within the cross border region the
Wurm and the geological composition and topography have been important for
enabling Aachen to develop as a city and for the regional identity of the landscape.
In Chapter 4 the landscape analysis will expand on this. The Wurm River is distinctive
in the sense that it has a dense network of brooks and streams which feed the river
upstream, which gather in the enclosed valley basin (Aachener Kessel) in which
Aachen lies. The streams and valleys are essential for understanding the landscape
created under the influences of water and erosion. The strategic location of Aachen
which enabled it to develop has meant that the stream valleys in and around Aachen
are now dominated by urban areas.
The main problem addressed in this thesis is diminished landscape identity because
of urban expansion, focussing on the landscape surrounding the city of Aachen.
The current visibility of the streams and valleys has been diminished due to urban
growth, resulting in a decreased visual experience and a loss of identity. As the
city expanded the streams were covered and removed from view and this way
the relationship between the underlying hierarchical landscape of streams and
valleys, the origin of the city and the city at the source of the Wurm River became
diminished.

A final issue concerns the guiding principles developed for the Three Countries Park.
These guidelines are abstract and untested for the specific landscape and situation
of Aachen. These guiding principles are abstract in the sense that they are applicable
to a large region. In order to implement these principles, knowledge of the local
landscape, specific spatial dynamics and understanding the cultural and historical
background is very important (ESPON, 2013). This issue will be addressed in the
design since further research using the principles is done by using research-throughdesigning in addition to specific guidelines (from the visual research).

1.3.2 Research and design objective
The research and design(ing) parts of this thesis include a research objective and a
design objective.
The objective of the research is to:
Research the visibility of the landscape identity and the larger
landscape system, by studying the extent in which the stream valleys can
be experienced visually.
By increasing the visibility of the valleys as part of the landscape identity and as
part of a larger hierarchical system awareness is created which can guide future
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Diminished visibility
of landscape system
(1)
Diminished
visual experience/
continuity (2)
Loss of identity (3)

urban development so that the identity of the landscape is not further affected.
The streams and valleys in and around Aachen are part of a hierarchical landscape
system covering much of the Three Countries Park landscape and a single stream
valley should be considered as a component of a larger landscape identity.
The objective of the design(ing) is to:
Improve the visibility of the landscape system by designing a
stream valley as a connected element.
By showing a coherent continuous system of streams, which can be experienced,
the stream and valley become visible more. Increased visibility is important for the
continuous experience of valleys throughout the city.
In the design the existing Three Countries Park guiding principles should in part be
used. This means that they are tested and to a certain point also extended to be
more detailed and explaining. The design should add to local knowledge about the
landscape identity, increase awareness about the future development of the stream
valleys and guide urban development (whether the city grows or shrinks).

1.3.3 Researching visibility of the landscape identity: a knowledge
gap
What landscape identity entails is explained at the beginning of this chapter. To be
able to design on a small human scale with the outcomes of the research you need
to generate guidelines which focus on enhancing the visibility of the landscape
and the visual experiences as part of this on a human scale. For the purpose of
generating a human scale design and to research the visibility of the landscape
identity you need a research method with which you can study the identity of the
landscape on a small human scale. This is where the knowledge gap is evident
between existing knowledge on studying landscape identity (and visual experiences
as part of this) and what research method is needed to be able to answer the
research questions.
Existing methods are not sufficient to research the visibility of the landscape
Visual analysis
identity of a region on the small scale of a single stream valley. The visibility of
the landscape can be researched and analysed in different ways. Several helpful
methods include Cullen’s Serial vision (1971), descriptions of visual space by Thiel
(1961), the sequential notation (from The View from the Road) (Appleyard et al.,
1964) and landscapes described as visual corridors by documenting the vistas along
a route (Laurie, 2002) or as visual districts existing out of visual units which are the
result of a close analysis of several sequential notations placed over each other
(Smardon et al.,1986). A lot of other visual landscape studies are influenced by their
work (Nijhuis et al., 2011).

Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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With access to computer software methods, including for example GIS, made it
GIS
even easier to gather large amounts of quantitative data into single images and
analyse them, for example the analysis of the valley garden in Stourhead landscape
garden (UK) by Nijhuis et al. (2011) where viewsheds are analysed to be able to map
the visual form of the valley.
A phenomenological approach to researching landscape experiences allows for
Phenomenology
the careful (systematic and detailed) description of not just the visual aspect of an
experience, but of a description of an embodied phenomenon and all the senses
which influence the experience (Gallagher & Zahavi, 2012). A phenomenological
analysis can furthermore be done when there is no existing data and data can
be gathered relatively easy by walking through the landscape (Etteger, 2016).
Focusing specifically on the visual aspect of landscape experience allows this focus
to be more detailed, because focusing on all the sensory input of a stream valley
experience would create a large amount of data which would be difficult to process,
analyse and translate into a detailed design for a valley.
Methods in which photographs are analysed as single images are not helpful here,
as the sequence of the images is relevant here. A river basin is characterised by
a hierarchical system of springs, streams and rivers, in which the sequence from
upstream to downstream does make a difference in the visibility of this landscape
system as a whole and the experiences within it.
The methods mentioned above lack either a human eye-level perspective, are
not clear about how the images can be studied in relation to a larger system with
a specific landscape identity or do not address the importance of sequence. In
the research of the landscape identity and visual experiences of the valleys in and
around Aachen adapted elements from different methods are used.

Researching
visual experiences
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1.3.4 Research questions
The research in this thesis is guided by three central research questions which focus
on studying the landscape identity and visual experiences in the stream valleys.
Several methods are used to answer the research questions. The research questions
and accompanying methods are summarised in table 1 and explained in more detail
at the beginning of the concerning chapters.
Research questions
What physical elements in the landscape constitute the landscape
identity of Aachen?
What are the visual experiences on an eye level perspective in the
stream valleys in and around Aachen?
The answers of the above research questions should provide the foundation for
answering the design question. Adding the results from both research questions will
result in new visual design guidelines with specific interventions with which can be
designed and the main design question can be answered.
Main design question
What design principles focused on the visual experience of a stream
valley help towards the design of a continuous stream valley structure?
Table 1 Research questions with accompanying methods
Research questions

Research type

Methods

Triangulate

What physical elements
in the landscape
constitute the landscape
identity of Aachen?

Evidence-based Design/
Research-on-design

Triangulate by comparing
Landscape analysis/Visual
the outcomes of different
reference study
methods

What are the visual
experiences on an eye
level perspective in the
stream valleys in and
around Aachen?

Evidence-based Design

Visual content analysis

Triangulate by backing up
outcomes with landscape
analysis

What design principles
focused on the visual
experience of a stream
valley help towards the
design of a continuous
stream valley structure?

Research-throughdesigning

Designing (with visual
design guidelines)

Triangulate by reflecting
on designs and design
phases

Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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1.3.5 Research strategy
The research strategy explains the methods used to answer the research questions.
Before the methods are described the theoretical lens and knowledge claim are
explained which provide the reader with a supporting perspective on the research,
which determine the type of research that is conducted and thus the type of
methods used in this thesis.
Theoretical lens and knowledge claim
The experiences in the landscape have always fascinated me, how what we can
see, hear, feel or smell creates lasting experiences and memories. Making designs
that fit in the landscape and the design of actual places where people are able
to experience and feel is important to me. A research approach which combines
visual research about landscape perception and experiences with a local small
scale design approach thus matches to my view on what research should entail and
what a landscape architecture design should be. Landscape architecture practice is
a values laden process according to Crewe & Forsyth (2003) “that is representing
the range of ways that landscape architects go about their work, and the core
values that they express” (Crewe & Forsyth, 2003, 37). As a landscape architecture
student I have always valued landscape as a place created by a rich history and as
a place that reflects the geographical, geological, ecological and social situations
of that specific location. On the other hand the landscape is changing because of
culture and convention (Nassauer, 1995) and if we add form it should be in line with
this ongoing change. However adding form can also accentuate or inspire change,
express culture and history and thus create an artistic expression.
Combining a focus on the landscape experience of a stream valley, with personal
values and focusing on the importance of interpreting the complexity of a specific
situation places my research within the qualitative research approach (Creswell,
2014).By comparing my view on landscape architecture design and values with
the worldviews as described by Creswell (2014) I conclude that I fit within the
(social) constructivist worldview, since researchers with a constructivist worldview
analyse “historical and cultural norms that operate in individuals’ lives” (Creswell,
2014, 8) and “focus on the specific context in which people live and work in order
to understand the historical and cultural settings” (Creswell, 2014, 8). Moreover
researchers within the constructivist worldview “recognise that their own
backgrounds shape their interpretation, and position themselves in the research to
acknowledge how their interpretation flows from personal, cultural and historical
experiences” (Creswell, 2014, 8). Corbin & Strauss (2008) do not suggest that a
research should impose personal experience on the data, instead they say that
using personal experiences can “bring up other possibilities of meaning” (Corbin
& Strauss, 2008, 80) and if you look at the derived data or compare the data with
personal experiences at an conceptual level then this can help to look at the data
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critically.

Methodology
The main part of the research is the visual content analysis which involves a photodocumentation of three parts of stream valleys in and around Aachen. The results
of the visual content analysis are supported by further landscape analysis, detailed
studies of the stream valley, a visual reference study of 5 existing examples of
streams in urban areas and the designing process. Literature is used to provide
perspective (in the theoretical framework) and occasionally to support decision
making in the research and the design process, and so a separate literature review is
only part of the knowledge gap to introduce the existing knowledge and appropriate
literature will be brought in in the course of the analysis and research (Silverman,
2013).
Landscape analysis
In order to determine what landscape components are important for the landscape
identity, a landscape analysis is conducted by doing mostly map studies. This
includes analysing the geology, soil and elevation. Analysing the occupational
patterns includes analysing infrastructure and an analysis of historical maps to show
urbanization processes. The open spaces which are left are analysed by mapping
the direct landscape surrounding the city, the additional green spaces in the city
(like parks and allotments) and smaller urban spaces like squares.
Furthermore the larger hydrological system of streams and rivers of the Wurm
basin as part of the tributary of the Meuse is analysed, of which the streams in
and around Aachen are part. The smaller system of streams within the Aachener
basin (Aachener Kessel), as the source of the River Wurm, is addressed in more
detail. This includes other design supporting studies like a detailed space analysis
of sightlines and visual space, and a length analysis (cross section) of one of the
researched valleys.
Visual reference study
The visual reference study is an analysis of five streams set in an urban context. The
study includes selecting 5 streams as examples which are similar in geological origin
as the streams in Aachen and have a similar functional background. The study of the
streams focuses on analysing images of the streams, paying attention to details like
shapes, size and materials to see how continuity is created along the stream and
what inspirational elements help towards increasing the positive experience of the
stream and water.
Visual content analysis
Visual research is conducted into the landscape experiences of three parts of
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stream valleys in and around the centre of Aachen. The data will be collected by
walking parts of the valleys and systematically describing experiences and making
photographs. Photo-documentation is a method used to “document and analyse
a particular visual phenomenon” (Rose, 2012, 298) and this documentation has to
be done systematically for a researcher to be able to analyse the provided data.
Systematic documentation means that you organise your picture taking; where do
you take the pictures, how are you going to make them and how are you going to
process them into a dataset useful for further research. Field notes are made by
using a data sheet (see figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10 Data sheet; used for the recording of extra data along the stream, and
the map to show where the photograph and attached description are made.
The photographs are coded and analysed by doing a 3-layered content analysis. This
coding is done by hand by tracing on transparent paper the main visible elements in the
photograph. This will be explained in more detail at the beginning of chapter 4.
In the visual research the content analysis will focus on four elements: the visibility of
the stream, appearance of the stream and valley, dominant landscape features and
the elements in the landscape (on the photograph) which do or do not provide the
experience of a stream valley. These criteria are used to analyse the photographs.
Research-through-designing
Within this report design(ing) is defined as giving form by brainstorming, sketching
and drawing and translating sketches into final images. Close interconnection between
design(ing) and research(ing) is evident where the design activity is the method of doing
research (Lenzholzer et al., 2013), as is the case with the implementation of the design
principles in research-trough-designing.
During the design process the design is evaluated and reflected on along the way by
reflecting on the sketches. This is important in order to understand what designed
changes and interventions will mean for a specific site on a smaller scale. Designing
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through the different design scales (1:20 000-1:5000-1:1000-1:200-1:100) at the
same time allows you to reflect on the design with all the different designs and
sketches on different scales in mind.
Between the design phases (and partly while designing) the designs are reflected on
by keeping in mind three design evaluation criteria: the design should be realisable
and realistic, based on the local landscape and integrate the principles of the Three
Countries Park. These criteria are addressed again in the final reflective part of this
report (Chapter 7).
The flowchart shows how the most important themes relate to the used methods
and aims to make the structure of this thesis clear. The outcomes of the visual
content analysis, the landscape analysis, visual reference study and designing are
integrally part of the design process and the final design.
Visual content analysis
Landscape analysis
Visual reference study

Design

Designing
Chapter 1

Visual experience

Chapter 2

Theory

Chapter 3

Landscape analysis

Chapter 4

Visual content analysis

Chapter 5

Visual reference study
Work process

Design

Design process

Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Figure 1.11 The flowchart aims to show the structure of the report by linking the
chapters to the work and design process. The discussion and conclusions are not just
a final product, but the result of critical thinking throughout the whole process.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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CHAPTER 2
Theoretical Framework
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This chapter provides insight into my literature informed perspective on the
main topics discussed and researched further on in this thesis and provides
the theoretical background of the research. It also gives a sense of direction
in the large amount of information which can be found on the experience
and perception of landscape and documenting and research methods used
in visual research.
The words landscape and experience are two of the main concepts used in
this thesis. After a short introduction into the theoretical framework (2.1),
the concepts of landscape (2.2) and perception and experience (2.3) are
introduced. Landscape and experience are closely related as the perception
of the landscape is never purely looking passively at a certain view. As
we perceive we interpret and reflect on that experience with our own
memories and beliefs.
To be able to communicate experiences and perceptions to other people,
to transfer visual experiences, sensations of fragrance and the tactile sense
etc. you need notational systems. The short overview of notational systems
(2.4) is limited to systems relevant for this thesis.
Finally a step is made to explain how the knowledge introduced in the
theoretical framework is relevant for the design process (2.5) and some
concluding thoughts are given (2.6).
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2.1 Introduction
The theoretical framework provides the background for the research and this thesis,
as it introduces the main variables from this thesis; landscape, (visual)experience,
sequence and continuity. The relationships between landscape, the experience of
landscape and what influences these experiences are important relationships to
understand if you are designing a landscape and the experiences in that landscape.
Although the authors quoted in this chapter describe their views on experiencing
and visual perception each somewhat different, the underlying thought is overall
that by studying a sequence or experiences you can gain an understanding of a
larger structure (of a specific space in the landscape for example). “Landscape
experience and the relationship between the physical properties and experiential
qualities of landscape are matters of both theoretical interest and practical
importance to landscape design” (Karmanov, 2009, 24). The theoretical framework
is meant to help the reader understand my perspective on landscape and landscape
experiences.
To develop this framework mainly original literature on visual perception and
experience is used. This original literature includes books, like Cullen’s The Concise
Townscape from 1971 and Lynch’ The image of the city from 1960. By combining
the knowledge from these sources with some more recent knowledge it should
become obvious that these original sources are still very relevant and useful to use
in landscape architecture research.

Figure 2.1-2.2 Cullen’s The Concise Townscape from 1971 (first published 1961)
and Lynch’ The image of the city from 1960.
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2.2 Landscape: What is that thing we are looking at?
At the starting point of this thesis is landscape. Landscape is its broadest sense
and as a constant source of astonishment and personal interest. There are a lot of
definitions of landscape. Some common components can be found though. Lorzing
(2001) names three categories in which ‘landscape’ falls. Firstly ‘landscape’ can be
defined as a “solid, tangible piece of land”, secondly as a “personal interpretation
of a view by a human beholder” and thirdly as a “product of developments and
interventions” (Lorzing, 2001, 36). Based on these different definitions which
he collected from dictionaries and other sources, he defines landscape as “a
perceptible piece of land, determined by the joint effects of natural forces and
human intervention” (Lorzing, 2001, 37). The second categoryis especially relevant
for this thesis. Landscape is a personal interpretation and is both perceived and
interpreted. “On the one hand, man is the maker of the landscape or, to be more
modest and realistic, its co-maker. On the other, man’s perception of the landscape
has been the main reason why we started to define the term ‘landscape’ at all”
(Lorzing, 2001, 37).

Landscape

Landscape and experience are closely related. It is almost impossible to not
experience something (either by way of sight, sound, touch, smell or taste) when
standing in the landscape. Even the lack of any of these senses is an experience in
itself. Landscape whether completely natural or not natural al all, becomes meaning
when it is observed because of many factors and processes which directly interact
with the experience (Coles et al., 2013).
Landscape is not a static object that can be observed by standing still and perceiving
it from a fixed viewpoint. It is consists out of many different places and views and
as you move through the landscape you get the full experience. This sequence
experience is important to find your way in the landscape, get familiar with it and
create an overall understanding of where you are and what surrounds you.

“[...] landscapes involve emotions in us that go further than the neutral
observation of a random piece of the earth. From the moment when the
concept of landscape was introduced in our society, the word has been
charged with all kinds of feelings, sometimes uplifting, sometimes banal,
but seldom indifferent. Landscapes have become vehicles for our
emotions.” (Lorzing, 2001, 41)
“Every landscape is unique as a result of the variables involved in its
formation and its basic structure and geographical location. Each landscape
type or ecosystem is thus a dynamic reflection of the facts and forces of
its evolution.” (Laurie, 2002)
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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2.3 Open your eyes and ears and just… experience
Just as landscape is difficult to define, so is experience. Defining the difference
between experience as an activity and the results of perceiving something as
experience is complex. Experience includes all the ways by which someone can
make sense of the world and it is everywhere, it can’t be separated from thought
as it is a form of thought (Tuan, 1975). The process of experience will always
include a link to our surrounding environment, not just the physical but also the
social and cultural. The process of experience includes all perceptions, memories,
imaginations, judgements and much more. (Gallagher & Zahavi, 2012)
Visual perception is part of creating the experience. When we perceive we do
not simply take in information but we interpret it. As a researcher interested in
experiences, you attempt to register an experience while keeping your connection
to the world. This embodiment with the world, in a landscape, introduces the
existence of the different senses while experiencing. From a phenomenological
point of view recording experiences requires systematic and detailed description.
Starting from an embodied present position you are guided by what you are actually
experiencing and not by what you in theory expect to find. (Gallagher & Zahavi,
2012) Perception and experience are closely connected, but experiences are
individual and thus more difficult to connect to physical aspects of the landscape
(Antrop, 2007).
There are a lot of different ways how the landscape can be experienced. Perception
and experience of the landscape has been researched by many different disciplines
and professions. They all use their own methods and generated a wide range
of outcomes and theories, all linking to different views on the relationship to
landscape and different paradigms of landscape perception research (Zube, 1982).
Further literature focuses on the perception of landscape from a pedestrian point
of view, a person who experiences the landscape from eye level, while walking or
standing still.
We use all our senses to experience landscape and all the senses together will
provide the most complete picture of your surroundings, especially when we
move our eyes, our head, and our body and change our position. This turns the
experience of landscape into an embodied experience. We see whole scenes first,
with all the elements organised into a whole, after which we start to see the single
parts.(Coeterier, 2000) Our visual and auditory senses have become the most
important to register our surroundings. The visual sense processes the largest
amount of information and the most complex information (Felleman, 1986). What
we hear provides additional information that we need to reinforce what we see.
Figure 2.3 All the senses together compose the perceptual system. 
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Experience
Perception

A visual image includes a lot of details, most of which we did not need, but it will
remind us of past experiences and memories (Cullen, 1971). This way vision is not
just one of our senses, but is part of our whole perceptual system. We do not just
perceive by using our senses separately but rather as one system which includes
all the different senses (see figure 2.3) (Gibson, 1979; Felleman, 1986). Most of
what we perceive is already filtered automatically and rather subjective, since we
only perceive those elements needed to understand the landscape (Bell, 2012). An
experience result from the interaction of sensory impulses and biases and individual
states of mind. It influences how we organise what we perceive and how we
attribute meaning or symbolism to our surroundings (Laurie, 2002). (See figure 2.4)
The visual perception and the experience of the landscape are influenced by
movement and changing landscape views. “It is important to note that movement
implies a sequence of events, views, perceptions, and interpretations” (Smardon et
al., 1986). The speed with which we move is important to determine how we see
something. As we move faster we will see less of our surroundings and our visual
field will narrow, while when we stand still our visual field will be able to capture
much more of our surroundings. (Antrop, 2007)

Figure 2.4 The photograph (from the research further on in this thesis) shows all
the different senses which play a role in the experience of this place, including our
memories and biases.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Visual perception is also dependent on the level of involvement of the perceiver.
Knowledge, experience and cultural background are important determining factors.
According to Bell (2012) greater involvement by the observer in the landscape will
result in a greater degree of intelligent perception. An active way of experiencing
remains very personal though, as experiences of fragrance, taste or touch can only
be made public by transforming them into images or text. Artists can convey the
subtle intimate feelings of a scene or an experience for other people to experience,
through a painting, a sculpture or through words (Tuan, 1975), like the subtle
shimmering and ripples of a small stream in the painting of an almost transparent
looking brook by John Singer Sargent (see figure 2.5).
Appreciating the visual qualities (positive and negative) of a place is not the same
as a real sense of place, according to Tuan (1975). Just simply passing through a
landscape will not allow you to know it thoroughly. You need to experience it in
different seasons, at different moments and it requires memories (Tuan, 1975).
In addition to the five senses people also have three psychological functions
on which experience is based: thinking, feeling and willingness. We use these
functions to determine our position in the world. Landscapes address all three of
these functions and it will only truly be positively experienced if all three functions
are taken into consideration. As we experience our surroundings we use the
three functions to construct an appreciation or what surrounds us, which is first
perceived and then processed. Whereas previously quoted sources stated that a
level of knowledge about the landscape you perceive is important for a complete
experience, Coeterier (2000) states that because the landscape experience is based
on the three functions and the physical elements in the landscape help create
the experience, a positive experience can be created over and over again and
experience is not bounded to how well one knows a landscape. (Coeterier, 2000)
A positive experience can be made over and over, because the experience of
a landscape is defined by thinking, feeling and wanting and is not bound to historical
landscapes or the familiarity with a landscape. (Coeterier, 2000)

Figure 2.5 Brook and Meadow, a painting by John Singer Sargent (1856–1925). Pay
attention to the blue paint strokes indicating the gentle movement of the stream.
Source: Online catalogue of The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. 
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“Artistic expression is engaged with preverbal meanings of the world, meanings that
are incorporated and lived rather than simply
intellectually understood.” (Pallasmaa, 2005, 25)

Brook and Meadow, painting by John
Singer Sargent (1856–1925). Source:
Online catalogue of The Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York.
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Experience and perception are based on perceiving changing scenes and on a
sequence of images. “Sensations of anticipation, mystery, continuity and sequence
are associated with physical features which mark entrances, changes of level or
direction, […] to define frameworks which connect places physically or visually.”
(Thwaites, 2001, 249) A landscape can’t be experienced by simply looking at a
map or from a stationary point. A sequential perception of the landscape creates
heightened experience of the spaces which together form the landscape (Cullen,
1971). The sequence of spaces can’t be perceived simultaneously, but as we move
from one space to another. (Thiel, 1961) “Although the perception of the visual
world depends on a succession of separate images, the final or overall experience
of the visual world is continuous and connected.” (Thiel, 1961, 34) When there
is no direct connection of spaces there can still be a visual connection. Not all
images registered by our brain in a sequential experience are equally explicitly
remembered. Some scenes leave a stronger impression because a stronger sensory
impulse means that they will be stored, while all the other impressions fade. It
depends on the level of intensity or quality of the stimulus (Bijhouwer, 1954; Laurie,
2002).

Sequence

“The nature of a sequence of views will influence the individual’s landscape
experience; only part of a landscape can be seen at any one time, but memory and
anticipation provide patterns and contrast.” (Unwin, 1975, 132)
“Landscape experience is a holistic and constantly changing phenomenon, it will
never be exhaustively accounted for.” (Karmanov, 2009, 41)
When the landscape is regarded as a sequence of different spaces and experiences
then the sequence creates a sense of continuity. Continuity can be defined as “the
sense of a pattern or landscape extending as a similar character over space or
time” and as “the use of repeated elements or characteristics in a design or their
occurrence in nature” (Bell, 1996, 196). Visual continuity thus includes repeated
visual elements in a design and the sense that a pattern or landscape visually
extends over a larger area and for a longer period. Visual continuity throughout
the landscape, like for example a stream valley, can be accomplished by repeating
elements in the design, like specific shapes, colours or objects, or by repeating
characteristic elements which occur naturally, like landscape specific materials,
vegetation or landscape characteristics. The natural character of stream valleys and
the repeated elements change from upstream to downstream and consists of a
hierarchical system of continuous spaces (Wassink, 1999).
In order to experience the spaces of a landscape continuously they need to be
(visually) connecting and we have to be able to navigate through them and orientate
ourselves in comparison to our location. Lynch (1960) developed five elements
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Continuity

(Figure 2.6), paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks, which aid towards easier
navigation and spatial orientation in the city. They can also be applied in landscape,
as similar elements can be found in the analysis of the landscape. “A sequence of
long and short views terminating in landmarks, along which are variations in shape
and size of space, heightens awareness of a setting by emphasizing a series of
revelations, strengthening the experience of progression and continuity.” (Thwaites,
2001, 249)
1. Paths are linear elements like streets along which people move and the
other elements are arranged along these paths.
2. Edges are also linear elements but are not used or considered as paths.
They are barriers and obstacles which for pedestrians include for example 		
edges of buildings, railroads or roads.
3. Districts are recognisable areas in the city with a specific character, like
large parks or definable neighbourhoods.
4. Nodes are focal points into which someone can enter, like 			
transportations hubs, crossings or squares.
5. Landmarks include mainly physical objects like buildings which stand 		
out or other elements which can be seen from a distance, like windmills, 		
towers, hills etc.
These 5 elements become legible when the shape, colour or arrangement of
these physical objects creates a strong mental image and is not only seen but also
processed. The visual form of a city can be visualised by identifying the major
and minor visual elements, like roads as paths, squares and traffic intersections
as nodes, neighbourhoods as districts and notable buildings as landmarks. The
elements are defined to uncover the role of their form. In Lynch’ notational
approach it is taken for granted that “in actual design form should be used to
reinforce meaning, and not to negate it.” (Lynch, 1960, 46) A legible landscape
can extend and deepen the sensuous understanding and render the continuous
patterns understandable, while showing the unique parts in the landscape. (Lynch,
1960)

Figure 2.6 Paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks, (urban) form elements from
Lynch’ The image of the city. Source: Lynch, 1960.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Figure 2.7 The visual form of a city (Boston) by identifying major and minor paths,
edges, nodes, districts and landmarks. Source: Lynch, 1960.
Similarly to Thiel’s earlier mentioned sequential experience, Cullen (1971) states
that our surroundings are revealed in different views as we move through it, which
Cullen calls serial vision. While moving through our surroundings the linked views
can be categorised into existing views or emerging views.

“[...] the scenery of towns is often revealed in a series of jerks or revelations.
This we call serial vision.” (Cullen, 1971, 9)
Certain places in the landscape contain views or vistas, which are seen from a
specific point and already extend to another view. For example behind the corner of
a street another street opens up. These vistas can only be experienced by moving
along the street and turning the corner. When the vistas are placed after each other
in the order in which they were explored, then the characteristic structure becomes
obvious (Gibson, 1979). “When the vistas have been put in order by exploratory
locomotion, the invariant structure of the house, the town, or the whole habitat will
be apprehended.” (Gibson, 1979, 198)
Along a long road with a lack of changing views the experience becomes
monotonous. “The human mind reacts to a contrast, to the difference between
things, and when two pictures [...] are in the mind at the same time, a vivid contrast
is felt and the town becomes visible in a deeper sense.” (Cullen, 1971, 9) So when
we see what is right before us (existing view) and what is just further on (emerging
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view) we see the contrast and we gain a deeper understanding of the town (or
landscape).
The drawings in figure 2.8 illustrate a walk through a city where the structure of
the city becomes clear from a sequence of revelations, reading the drawings from
left to right. Sudden contrasts, like moving from a dark narrow alley to a light open
square, create an impact on the eye and bring the plan of the town to life and
create a sense of motion when looking at the images closely. (Cullen, 1971)

Figure 2.8 Serial vision: a sequence of revelations as you move through the city.
Source: Cullen, 1971.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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2.4 Describing and mapping what is seen
It is difficult to transfer direct experience onto a medium (for example a canvas) so
that the same perceived scene can be experienced by someone else (Tuan ,1975).
There are many ways to record and analyse what we perceive. Different notational
systems exist to show and describe a perceived and experienced phenomenon or to
document a sequential visual experience. In visual research a visual (urban) analysis
or a visual content analysis studies the complicated relationship between man and
landscape (Lorzing, 2001). It can be visualized by drawings similar to Cullen’s (see
figure 2.8), by taking photographs, making graphics showing vistas, comparing maps
and images and much more.
For the purpose of research in this thesis it will be assumed that the experienced
scene at a specific moment is limited to what can be shown on a photograph.
Our field of vision is limited, whereby each eye has a field of vision of about 166
degrees and a binocular field of 124 degrees (see figure 2.9). Figure 2.10 shows the
comparison between the visual angles of the eye and the angles of 35mm camera
lenses. For a standard photograph this graphic shows that the actual degrees a
person sees do not completely correspond to what can be shown in a photograph.
Normally we move our eyes, head and body to register our surroundings, while
what we actually see at one moment, is limited to the total cone of vision of 208
degrees and the binocular field of 124 degrees. (Felleman, 1986) Photographs
visualise a stationary moment and so can be used in research. An attempt is made
to imitate the actual field of vision and widening the field of vision by moving the
head or eyes is not taken into account. Figure 2.11 shows the vista represented in
the photograph of the upstream area of the Gillesbach with an angle of 45 degrees,
which is the standard angle for a 35 mm camera (see figure 2.10).
Visual space can be documented by analysing its position, size and shape, and can
be characterised by adding a subjective response to the size, shape, colour and
texture of these spaces. (Thiel, 1961)
The spatial sequence of a walk can be visualised by placing drawn images after
each other, accompanied by a map showing the position of the image, like Cullen’s
graphic analysis. The images indicate both existing and emerging views as the next
view is already visible in the previous image. Cullen also mentions that the process
of looking, analysing and the extracting of information from our surroundings is
important for the design process, as it supports the process and the final design
itself (Smardon et al., 1986). Cullen’s drawn images are similar to using photographs
to document a sequence, although drawing what you see does add to the
experience (Lavoie, 2005).
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Figure 2.9 The field of vision; the binocular field is
where the inputs of the two eyes overlap. Source:
Felleman, 1986.

Figure 2.10 Graphic comparison of visual angles
and angles for 35mm camera lenses. Source:
Felleman, 1986.

Figure 2.11 What
is visible in the
photograph upstream
of the Gillesbach,
covers an area of 45
degrees on the map.
Source: Bing maps,
photograph own
collection.
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As Lynch introduced what we experience can be analysed by noting and mapping
what we see and perceive. The system allows individuals to map their individual
images of their perceived surroundings and gives an indication of the perceived
image of a city by a larger group of people. If results are compared at critical points,
sequences and patterns can be identified. (Smardon et al., 1986)
A notational system for perceived sequences was devised by Thiel (1961) and
Appleyard (with Lynch and Myer, 1964) which focusses on a dynamic perception
of a person in motion. Their research focused on the changing views perceived
along the highway from a car. The sequential notation system involves recording
the changing experiences by using symbols and graphics to graphically note the
sequence (see figure 2.12). “Notation systems can also be used to classify urban
landscapes into visual districts as originally conceived by Lynch (1960).” (Smardon et
al., 1986, 124) Visual districts exist of visual units which are the result of an analysis
of several sequential notations placed over each other (Smardon et al., 1986).
For the purpose of assessing impact and preserving landscapes of exceptional
visual quality and scenic beauty notational systems were devised to map vistas
and changing scenic quality. A complete inventory of the landscape doesn’t only
describe land form, water, vegetation, land use and settlement patterns but also
includes an inventory of the visual qualities of that landscape. (Laurie, 2002)
A visual analysis of a landscape can include the most dominant landscape features,
but also other attributes of the landscape important for the visual quality of that
landscape, like important viewpoints, important landmarks, the open and closed
spaces or natural features of the landscape.
A description of the landscape which includes the visual qualities and vistas is
objective, in which sense it is slightly different from documenting the unique
experiences and individually perceived landscape. Systematic documentation and
description, laying out rules for taking photographs and systematically analysing the
gathered data should produce generic results, even if the gathered information of
the visual landscape experiences are from one observer.

“Observations taken at regular intervals along a road results in the definition
of a visual corridor and provides a notation of vistas and changing scenic
quality.” (Laurie, 2002, 111) (See figure 2.13)
The above described notational systems focus on the visual expereince and formost
on the documentation of what is percieved visually. Other sensory attributes of the
surroundings, like visual motion of the eyes, sound of water, fragrances or tactile
sensations are not documented. Additional notational methods should include
Figure 2.12 The sequential notation of part of a highway from The View from the
Road by Appleyard et al. (1964).
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these sensory attributes. A documentation of the experiences can also include
aspects of aesthetic experience (Smardon et al., 1986), along phenomenological
descriptions.
An approach for studying the content and meaning of a visual, like a photograph,
is iconography. Iconography or iconology is a “qualitative method of visual content
analysis and interpretation” (Müller, 2011, 285). Different levels of meaning can
be applied to visual materials, the pre-iconographical description, iconographical
analysis and the iconological interpretation (Müller, 2011) (as was first distinguished
by Panofsky, 1982). The first level identifies forms and objects, and describes
their spatial arrangement in the visual material. The second level analyses the
image on a deeper level, placing the material in a spatial and temporal context,
attaching meaning to the elements identified in the first level. Applying the
knowledge from the first two levels allows for an even deeper reading of the visual
material in the third level. If the interpretation is done thoroughly it allows deeper
meanings and motifs embedded in the visual material to be visible. (Müller, 2011;
Ryan, 2011) These different levels suggest separate steps to analyse the visual
content of images. They are done simultaneously however and try to create a full
interpretation of the content of the analysed visual material. (Müller, 2011)
The extensive databases of information which these different methods generate
need preparation, processing and analysis to be able to be useful for design. This
includes useful outcomes and design elements.

Figure 2.13 A visual
corridor is constructed by
documenting the vistas
along a route. Source:
Laurie, 2002.

2.5 Towards design
Spatial designers, like landscape architects, aim to design landscapes which evoke
positive experience, while at the same time they deal with the limitations of a
specific site (Vroom, 2010). As people experience their surroundings mainly by
looking at it at eye level, a designer can convey a design more easily if images on
eye level are included to illustrate the design and the interventions (van Haaften,
2009).
Cities and landscapes consist of a continuous sequence of experiences. Designing
our surroundings from the point of view of a moving individual shows that moving
through these surroundings is like “a journey through pressures and vacuums, a
sequence of exposures and enclosures, of constraint and relief” (Cullen, 1971, 10).
Designs should be sensitive to the qualities the landscape provides. “The colour
of the soil and the existing vegetation, the typical pattern of light and shade, the
sky and clouds, the intensity of the sunshine, and the spatial characteristics of the
landscape are factors worthy of note. (Laurie, 2002, 136). “The landscape designer
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is responsible for a wide range of aesthetic experience […]” (Dee, 2010, 23). This
requires a designer to be familiar with the subtle details in that landscape, like the
gentle curve of a valley, which help create the total experience of the landscape.
“The designer has the ability to control and manipulate visual experiences as well as
tactile and other sensory qualities.” (Laurie, 2002, 153) The characteristic features
of the landscape should be regained, like the covered streams in a stream valley
opened up, to make our surrounding lively, unique and endearing (Krause, 2001).

“The landscape designer’s task lies somewhere between active craft,
intervening materially with landscape technologies and modest, subtle
adoption of nature’s process.” (Dee, 2010, 29)
The intricate process of experience is easily influenced by physiological changes
(closing an eye for example), removing sensory input (shutting your ears for
example), personal background and biases. It is obvious that “any change made to
our surroundings has the potential to affect the way we experience a place, and
that the cumulative effect of a number of changes may be at some point to alter the
experience entirely.” (Hiss, 1991, 24)

2.6 Conclusions
In the theoretical framework I have explained the relationship between landscape
and the experience of landscape of it, as well as the influences on this experience.
The relationship of a person with a landscape is very individual and different people
will give different accounts of what they experienced.
Some of the mentioned theories were developed from an urban background,
like Cullen’s serial vision as described in The Concise Townscape and Lynch’ five
elements from The image of the city, however these books have already been used
in a landscape context for a long time and show that their knowledge can also be
applied to landscape structures.

Landscape is a personal interpretation and is both perceived and
interpreted. (Lorzing, 2001)
The landscape is not limited to the countryside and the urban areas and semi-urban
surroundings of a city can also be experienced. These experiences can be mapped
similarly as they would in urban areas. Techniques devised for documenting on
paper what can be experienced in real life, in sequences and visual corridors can
likewise be used in landscapes, like stream valleys. In the research on the visual
experiences in this thesis the sequences throughout the stream valleys are analysed
in a similar way.
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“It is important to note that movement implies a sequence of events, views,
perceptions, and interpretations” (Smardon et al., 1986).
Literature showed that key concepts like continuity and sequence experience are
important for the visual experience of the landscape. Movement through the
landscape is important to create an overall experience. Documenting this requires
that you take into account the sequence of spaces and views in the landscape.
In the landscape analysis (Chapter 3) these sequences are studied by analysing
viewsheds, views (lines) and visual spaces.
The multi sensory nature of experiencing the landscape and the importance of
sequence and continuity are also taken into account in the visual research and
the designing. The methods used to research, document and analyse the visual
experiences in the stream valleys, will contain elements from several notational
systems mentioned in this chapter. The key concepts discussed in this chapter play
an important role in the design process. They are important to keep in mind while
designing as they guide decision making and sketching while designing through the
different design scales.
While photographs and images as notations of visual experience show only part of
the overall experience, they are a good tool to gather visual information (limited to
a certain view and one moment in time) and give you a lot of detail. “The landscape
designer is responsible for a wide range of aesthetic experience […]” (Dee, 2010, 23)
which requires a designer to be familiar with these subtle details in that landscape.
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CHAPTER 3
Inventory of the
landscape: A landscape
analysis of the study
area
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This chapter acts as an introduction into the main part of the thesis, the
visual research, and aims to provide the context and familiarise the reader
with the study area.
The first part (3.2) of the inventory is a layered analysis of the landscape.
The classic landscape analysis uses the different layers of which the
landscape consists and by comparing the information of the different layers
the relations become visible.
The historical development of the city and the surrounding landscape
are analysed by studying historical maps. A short history will explain how
through the Roman period and Middle Ages Aachen and the surrounding
landscape developed and it will explain the importance of the streams.
The second part (3.3) discusses in more detail the streams that spring south
of Aachen; where do the streams spring, how do they work as fragments in
a larger system and how are the stream valleys currently used.
In the conclusions (3.4) of this chapter part of the first research question is
answered.
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3.1 Introduction
The landscape can be seen as a system made up out of different layers. The triplex
model as defined by Kerkstra and Vrijlandt shows this system by placing the layers on
top of each other (see figure 3.1). The patterns in the biotic layer, abiotic layer and
anthropogenic layer together compose the landscape as we as humans perceive it.
(Duchhart, 2007) Analysing the different layers allows you to discover patterns and to
understand the connections between these different layers. The horizontal connections
between these different layers can be shown by making cross sections of the landscape.
The landscape is influenced by both physical and social processes which together
create a complex system. To maintain a degree of simplicity in the research of the visual
experiences however, the social processes which include cultural, political and economic
influences will not be analysed as part of the landscape and the focus will be on the
physical appearance of the landscape.
The landscape analysis is important to understand how the landscape evolved and how
different processes influence each other. Furthermore some specific topics that are
relevant for the study area are analysed, like protected landscape areas, relevant cultural
and historical aspects of the landscape and landscape qualities.
The landscape characteristics are important for the landscape identity of a region. By
defining first what elements constitute the landscape identity you can then research how
these are visually experienced.
Official maps, like topographical, geological and
soil maps, can be found and viewed online at the
website of the governmental district of Cologne,
part of North Rhine-Westphalia (of which the
municipality of Aachen is a smaller district) and
the website of the Geological Service NRW (http://
www.gd.nrw.de/ and http://www.tim-online.nrw.
de). The municipality of Aachen has an online
archive of maps and other images which is freely
accessible, at http://stadtgeschichte.isl.rwth-aachen.
de/wiki/Hauptseite. Specific information about the
streams can also be found online on the website of
the Ecology Centre of Aachen (Ökologie-Zentrum
Aachen) and some of their publications can be
found in the city library of Aachen. The Wageningen
University Library also has (German) literature on
Aachen and the surrounding landscape and the
special collections also have some relevant maps in
their archive.
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Figure 3.1 The triplex landscape model. Source:
Kerkstra & Vrijlandt, in Duchhart, 2007.

3.2 Landscape analysis
This first part of the inventory includes a broad layer analysis of the landscape and the
landscape qualities (of the Thee Countries Park).

3.2.1 Geological
Germany can be divided into three geographical regions; the Northern Lowland,
the low mountain ranges and higher mountains south towards the Alps. Aachen lies
on the transition of the plains and the low mountain ranges. (See figure 3.2) The
bedrock of Aachen consists of different rock formations. About 300 million years ago
the region was mountainous with layers of claystone, sandstone and limestone. In
the centre of Aachen the bedrock from the Devonian (365 million years old) surfaces
beneath the St. Adalbert Church (see figure 3.4). Tectonic force pushed up the layers
in the earth’s crust, folding, breaking and pushing the rock layers on top of each
other. West of Aachen these layers are covered by sandy layers from the Cretaceous,
which have partly eroded away. East of Aachen the bedrock lies higher and is covered
by loess sediments where the sandy Cretaceous layers have eroded. (Schüttler, 1968)
The map (figure 3.3) shows geological deposits from the Cretaceous (green) and
Carboniferous (purple) periods.

Figure 3.2 Three main
geographical regions of
Germany and the location of
Aachen.

3.2.2 Geomorphology
The physical landscape consists of several main geomorphological elements like valley
floors, steep and gentle slopes and plateaus (ESPON, 2014).
Valley floors and springs The landscape of Aachen (and the Three Countries Park)
has been created under the influence of water. This created a hierarchical system
of streams and valleys. (Kerkstra, et al., 2007) The forest on the slopes south of the
Figure 3.3 Detail of the
city act like a sponge and can hold water after rainfall and so guards against floods.
geological map of Aachen.
In a period of drought the forest releases the water via the springs and streams. It
protects the city centre against floods in periods of heavy rain.
Where the valleys cut through the landscape springs occur. Water infiltrates through
the permeable layers in the earth until it hits an impermeable layer. Where this
layer opens up along a slope the water surfaces again as a spring. (Kerkstra, et al.,
2007) Because springs are fed by groundwater they can carry water all year round.
Upstream streams are fed mainly by the spring, midstream and downstream they are
also fed by superficial flowing water and deeper groundwater (Wassink, 1999).
Slopes The slopes establish the main shape of the relief. The gentle slopes are found
in the valleys and on the plateaus. The steeper slopes are found at the edges of the
plateaus or as the steep edges of dry valleys. (Kerkstra, et al., 2007). Within a valley
system different slopes belong to upstream, midstream and downstream areas.
Figure 3.4 365 million years
Upstream the slopes are steepest, while further downstream the slopes become
old Devonian bedrock surfaces
less and less steep. The streams have created a strong relief (see the elevation map, beneath the church.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Figure 3.5-3.7 Cross sections of the valleys of the Gillesbach (top),
Johannisbach (middle) and Wurm (bottom), show how the different landscape
layers relate to each other.
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figure 3.8). The slopes south of the city are a distinctive landscape element. The
forest on the slopes makes them even more distinctive, especially since the other
edges of the basin are only sparsely or not at all covered. (Schüttler, 1968).
Plateaus North of Aachen plateaus areas stretch out. They are relatively even or
gently sloping, high areas surrounded by steep slopes. Water has cut valleys in the
plateaus and the shape and size of the plateaus depend on the level of erosion.
(Kerkstra et al., 2007) Most of the valleys that cut through the plateaus west of
Aachen (in the Netherlands) discharge all their water towards the Meuse, for
example the Geul valley (B-NL). The Senserbach, which springs just 4 km from the
city centre of Aachen, flows towards the Geul and Meuse. The plateaus and hills
surrounding Aachen create a clear watershed divide.

3.2.3 Cultural history and urbanization patterns
The Roman period The Roman roads from Cologne to Gaul ran north and south of
Aachen and since the area was a swamp and hostile to any type of settlement only
smaller road connected to Aachen. The natural occurrence of the thermal springs
(see figure 3.9) created the ideal place for the Romans to build thermal baths, of
which the archaeological remnants can still be seen today. (Gläßer, 1969)The Romans
altered the natural courses of the streams. In Burtscheid the Romans drastically
altered the course of the Wurm to be able to use the water for drinking and prevent
the thermal springs from contaminating it. Large parts of the forests and natural
pastures were cultivated. The large scale changes in the vegetation had a big effect on
the water carrying capacity of the soil. (Winden et al., 2003)
Aachen in the Middle Ages In the early Middle Ages the natural occurrence of
thermal springs was a reason for Charlemagne (Charles the Great) to settle down
in Aachen. The palace, on which foundations the current town hall was built in the
14th century, and the Cathedral built around his palace chapel, became the basis for
the city. (Gläßer, 1969) Around 1000-1200 the landscape around the city became an
agricultural landscape and extensive parts of the forests were cut down. Because of
erosion the Roman streams were covered with sediment.

Figure 3.8 The elevation map
showing the distinctive shape of
the Aachener Kessel.

Figure 3.9 A fresco in the city
hall of Aachen, illustrating the
discovery of the thermal springs.

Aachen in the 19th century During the 19th century the city expanded east as
industrial areas were build. The close connection to the railway promoted this
process even more. Neighbourhoods were build that were fundamentally different
from the city centre. The urban expansion of Burtscheid meant that in 1897 it was
completely grown together with the centre of Aachen. As the city became known for
its spa facilities this inspired the construction of buildings like the Elisenbrunnen in
1822-1824 and the Neues Kurhaus and the Quellenhof in 1914-1916. (Gläßer, 1969)
Southward the city expanded with more regard for the landscape, less dense and with
parks and allotment gardens. As the city expanded west the buildings of the university
of Aachen (RWTH) soon shaped the image of the this part of the city. (Gläßer, 1969)
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Characteristic urban patterns The four historical
maps span a time period of 160 years and show how
Aachen expanded. The patterns of the current city
are still very recognisable on older maps.
1805 The city is still limited the city walls. Burtscheid
has been occupied from very early on because of
the thermal springs. Roads radiate from the city
and scattered around the city are different estates,
like Gut Hasselholz and Gut Hanbruch. 1893 Where
the city walls were are now the ring roads around
the centre. The city expanded along the main roads
radiating from the centre. The landscape held back
southward expansion. 1923 The first signs of the
canalisation of the Wurm northeast side of the
city are visible. The city has begun to expand to the
south. 1935 Along the streams the mills and later
on the factories for the textile industry thrived.
Between 1834 and 1859 the amount of steam driven
machines in and around Aachen grew from 76 to
over 280. Urbanized areas have appeared further
south of the city. The dense network of streets
has made it harder to recognise the landscape
underneath. 1860 Along the streams the mills are
recognisable by their large ponds, like the Pott mill
along the Johannisbach, of which today only a street
name remains. East of Burtscheid the Gillesbach
still flows undisturbed through meadows, passing
under the already build railway, towards the Castle
Frankenberg. The city edges are lined with mills and
paper, needle and textile factories. 1968 The urban
expansion has reached the edges of the forests
south of Aachen and the valleys of the Johannisbach
and Gillesbach have been enclosed more and
more. Especially around the Gillesbach the open
meadows have been built with residential areas. The
course and shape of the streams and valleys have
become fixed in the current situation. The Wurm
is recognisable as a straight canal northeast of the
city and the characteristic shape of the city with its
‘urban fingers’ has become visible.

1805

1893

1935

1968

Figures 3.10-3.13 The urbanisation process between 1805 and 1968.
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3.2.4 Landscape qualities
The five main landscape qualities for the region of the Three Countries Park are; the
relief, the abundance of water elements like springs, streams and rivers, the varying
green character, the urban structures and the rich cultural history (ESPON, 2014).
The urban network of cities and smaller villages helps maintain the positive urban
and landscape facilities for the people in the region. It allows people to experience
both city life and open countryside. Maintaining the original landscape and the
characteristic features of this landscape becomes more difficult as the contact of
more people with the landscape outside of the urban areas increases. The urban
network also fragments open space and increases (unwanted) accessibility to natural
landscapes (Keller & Vance, 2017).
In and around Aachen the green character is created by the surrounding landscape,
the green spaces in the city and the allotment gardens. Figure 3.14 shows how the
Figure 3.15 Allotment
landscape researches towards the centre. In the edges of the city are parks and
gardens in the valley of the
allotments, which are limited to the stream valleys. The Aachener Forest is important Kannegiesserbach.
for the landscape quality south of the city. Within the city there are almost no large
green spaces and the multitude of urban spaces improve the quality of the living
in the city. A noticeable green space is the Lousberg, a geological remnant and
landscape element that stands out because of its shape. Because it connects almost
directly to the north edge of the city it provides accessible green space close to the
city.

Figure 3.14 An inventory of green urban spaces in Aachen.
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3.3 Aachen’s streams
Aachen has a dense network of about 30 streams and two Rivers which spring in the hills south of Aachen. The
focus will however be on the Gillesbach and Johannisbach, and part of the Wurm River.

3.3.1 A stream: fragment in a larger system
The streams that spring in the forests south of Aachen feed the river Wurm (see figure 3.20). The Wurm leaves
the city to the north and then flows towards Würselen and Herzogenrath. After it leaves Herzogenrath it forms
the border between the Netherlands and Germany for about 6 km. About 4 km before the Dutch border the
Wurm flows into the Rur (Roer in Dutch) at Heinsberg, which then flows into the Meuse at Roermond. The
tributaries of the rivers Wurm and Rur are part of the tributary of the Meuse River. About 90 percent of the
course of the Rur is in Germany. The Ruhr springs in natural park High Fens in Belgium, about 30 km south of
Aachen. The water that infiltrates at the High Fens is geothermally heated in the earth’s crust as it rises again

1805

1860

1923

1968
Figure 3.16-3.19 The maps show how over time the streams and ponds disappeared as the city expanded.
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Figure 3.20 The tributary of the Wurm River, with the dense network of streams
at its source.
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in Aachen (see figure 3.21). Aachen could evolve as
the most noteworthy city in the region because of the
combination of the presence of thermal springs for
which Aachen is famous, the headwaters of the Wurm
and geographical shape of the landscape (Talkessel)
(Schüttler, 1968).
As the city expanded the streams disappeared from
view so that now only parts of the streams are still
visible at the edges of the city. These single parts have
become detached from their location and as the maps
illustrate (see figure 3.16 to 3.19) they have becomes
fragmented, covered and drained. The rough shapes
of the streams haven’t changed over time. Except for
the Wurm, northeast of the city, which was canalised
around 1944.

Figure 3.21 Infiltrated water heats up in the earth’s
crust as it rises and surfaces as thermal springs.

3.3.2 Looking for the source of the stream
The springs are very different in appearance and the
actual spring can’t always be defined, because water
can surface at many different places. The spring of
the Gillesbach is easily missed as the water from
the stream flows almost directly into a drain and
the meadows upstream are artificially drained. The
actual basin includes these meadows around the farm
estate Waldhausen. Without this drainage system
the meadows could not be used for their agricultural
function because water would surface. (ÖkologieZentrum Aachen, 1994) The Gillesbach is surrounded
by residential areas, whereas the Johannisbach
also runs through the centre of Aachen. Places like
the Lindenplatz (a square where the Johannisbach
is partly reopened, see the image at the end of this
chapter) are dedicated to experiencing the old stream
of the Johannisbach and highlight water as one of the
important factors shaping the city of Aachen. Beneath
the city centre the different streams meet and flow
towards the Wurm River. Maps are unclear about the
actual source of the streams. The actual spring of the
Johannisbach for examples used to be located further
back towards the forest
Figure 3.22 and 3.23 The (current) springs of the
Johannisbach and Gillesbach.
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3.3.3 Sightlines and visual spaces
Change in the experience of spaces is important for the experience of the landscape. The blue areas on the
map show the borders of the visual spaces along the path. The lines of sight point to objects that stand out
and point in a specific directions within the enclosed visual spaces that guide the perception. Specific points
and smaller areas offer a rich experience, stimulating elements and complexity that makes them points of
special noteworthy experience.
The visual spaces along the streams differ in size, but larger spaces can be seen at the source of the stream.
There the views open up into the hills toward the forests south of the city. The sharp edges of the spaces are
made up of hedges, patches of forest or other vegetation, differences in height, buildings, (high) fences or
roads.
Along the Wurm the sequence and variation of larger and smaller spaces is more dramatic and the large open
views consist of open meadows and patches of pasture, lined with trees. Whereas along the Johannisbach
and Gillesbach the sequence of smaller and bigger spaces is more subtle. South of the city the streams are
obviously more enclosed by the urban expansion. The Gillesbach is even more enclosed than the Johannisbach
and the valley is lined by the edges of residential areas, allotment gardens, camp grounds and sport fields.
Smaller visual spaces create more points of experience and complexity.

N

N

N
Figure 3.24-3.26 A sightlines and visual space analysis of the valley of the
Gillesbach, Johannisbach and Wurm (left to right).
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The profile of the stream valley is often incomplete and asymmetrical. The visual spaces along the Wurm and
Gillesbach show an incomplete as well as asymmetrical profile, because the stream and valley are lined with
objects that block the valley. Urban expansion north of the city pushed the canalisation of the former river of
the Wurm to the east, so that currently the old river bed and floodplains are covered by houses, allotment
gardens and industrial buildings. The asymmetrical profile of the Gillesbach is the result of expansion of
residential areas towards the edges of the stream valley.
The stream often falls outside of the visual space or acts as the border of a visual space. This diminishes the
experience and is negative for the visibility of the system. Along the Gillesbach some visual spaces are limited
to the direct surroundings of the path. Here the stream and the vegetation are borders. Streets act as nodes
from which people can enter the stream valley, but are also borders of visual spaces and act as obstacles in the
stream valley continuity. Large junctions leave gaps in the visual space. These gaps diminish the experience of
the visual continuity of the valley.
Points of special experience overlap with the transitions of one visual space into another or with a visual
space with a specific experience (e.g. the enclosed experience of an orchard). Special points are also where
you experience the stream from close by.
Upstream and downstream the sightlines are long. Where the Wurm leaves the city to the north the openness
provides long lines of sight and you can look as far as 650 meters away. Curves in the path along the stream
valley create smaller lines of sight, even in a open visual areas.

3.3.4 Length profile of a stream
The profile of the Gillesbach (see other page) connects landscape unit, land use and characteristic valley
elements to landscape features like the elevation, soil and geology. The valley can be divided into several units;
a spring surrounded by steep slopes, a stream valley plain upstream, a broad stream valley midstream and the
estuary of the stream.
Urban expansion has made the current land use of the valley more diverse. It includes not just forest and
meadows, but also residential areas, allotments, sport fields and parks. The valley has both a strong natural
and recreational function. The open meadows and slopes of the valleys are important for the climate quality
of the city, as they let cold air flow down towards the city. However, in case of the Gillesbach the cold air can’t
reach the city because the railway dam (of about 17 m) blocks the valley. (Ökologie-Zentrum Aachen, 1994)
People use the valleys for a variety of recreational purposes; walking, bicycling, to walk their dog or horse, for
working out, listening to music, to smoke, etc.
Characteristic valley elements include the forested slopes around the spring and the varying water levels in
the stream, the dense vegetation guiding the stream, the slopes with meadows and the landmark, castle
Frankenberg. From the soil type and the bedrock layers of the Carboniferous it becomes clear why the
Gillesbach used to be called ‘rock stream’ (Felsbach). Much younger stream deposits of the Holocene cover
the valley downstream.

Figure 3.27 The length profile of the Gillesbach valley. 
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Forest (pasture)

Land use

160

200

Geological layer

Soil type

Amount of water

Slope

Valley type

Height
cross sec�on

240

Type 1/2 Nearly ﬂat valley

- Dense vegeta�on dominate stream valley,
partly with open meadow
- Edges of the valley deﬁned by urban
expansion
- Stream side-branch joins stream (human
interven�on)

Residen�al area/pasture/forest

Stream valley plain

Cretaceous

sand and gravel from loose rock

- Light forest, sporadic dense undergrowth, so� forest ﬂoor
- Water seeps from the slope into a
small shallow stream
- Varying water levels
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Steep slopes with
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Carboniferous

stream deposits of sand and gravel

Type 2/3 Sloping valley with deep stream valley

- The stream lies deep in the valley, removing it from direct view
- Dense vegeta�on follows the course of the stream
- Several streets cross through the valley
- Allotment gardens

Ar�ﬁcial landﬁll

Type 4 Deep (v-shaped) valley

- Railway dam severs valley,
strong human interven�on
- Grassy slopes guided by
vegeta�on follow the valley
- Allotment gardens
- No pasture

Residen�al (urban) area/pasture/allotment/sport ﬁelds

Broad stream valley

Holocene

stream deposits of sand and gravel

- Urban expansion covered any trace of the
stream valleys
- Castle Frankenberg and surrounding park are
a landmark of the area
- Stream ﬂows into river Wurm

Urban area/park

Estuary of the Gillesbach in valley of the Wurm

N

Downstream

3.4 Conclusions
Part of the first research question can now be answered. What physical elements
in the landscape constitute the landscape identity of Aachen?
Several landscape characteristics are important for the visibility of the landscape
identity and perceivable quality of the landscape. The strong visual landscape image
of the Three Countries Park consists of a landscape system of valleys, ridges, slopes
and plateaus. Depending on the type of valley or slope their functions can be further
elaborated, for example steep slopes are forested and broad valleys carry streams.
Smaller characteristic elements include hedges, orchards, streams and springs,
and strip lynchets. Aachen is located on the edge between the Northern Lowland
and the hills of the Rhine Massif (Ardennes and Eifel) to the south. Landscape
qualities like the relief and abundance of water elements are a direct result of the
specific geological and geomorphology of the landscape. (ESPON, 2014) From soil
and geological maps this becomes clear because of the layered rock formations.
Subsequently the characterized landscape elements for the landscape surrounding
Aachen also change. The landscape qualities of the Thee Countries Park are
important in the analysis of data in the visual research.
Part of the identifiable image of Aachen are its streams and thermal springs. The
historical analysis showed that the specific local conditions of the landscape were
important for Aachen to be able to develop as a city. The distinctive shape of
the Wurm River tributary is also due to the specific geographical conditions. The
street names and few historically relevant sites (mills and paper or textiles factory
buildings) refer to the lost presence of activities and places relating to the streams.
They are separate objects though, as they have lost their context. Part of the
Johannisbach (see image on the right) was opened again in 1999 as an initiative to
make the streams visible again in the city centre.
The detailed studies of the valleys showed that the recreational use of the valleys
doesn’t always go together with the functional use. Along the Johannisbach large
parts along the retention basins are fenced off and that affects the recreational
function. Connections between the city and the stream valley could be better,
especially for Gillesbach.
This short inventory of the landscape focused on providing the reader with enough
background information to understand the next chapters. The outcomes of the
analysis provide the deeper knowledge for the visual content analysis of Chapter 4.
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The Johannisbach in Aachen (in September).
Source: own collection.
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CHAPTER 4
Research of visual
experiences in the
stream valleys
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This chapter is the elaboration of the main part of the research of this thesis
and consists of three main parts. It should be kept in mind that although
this chapter shows a very linear way of working through the photographs
and other data, towards conclusions and on to the design, the actual
process was more circular and there were many instances where the visual
content analysis research interacted with the design process.
First the previous chapter is short reviewed (4.1) to act as a bridge to this
chapter and the research is introduced by discussing the studied stream
valleys (4.2) and explaining the different steps taken in the visual content
analysis, like gathering, coding and analysing the visual data (4.3).
The analysis of the visual data (4.4) makes up the largest part of this
chapter. The results of the visual content analysis of the photographs and
coded layers are discussed, which consists of the three layers used to code
the photographs. After each layers is discussed the discoveries made from
that layer are pulled together to name the most important findings.
The combined discoveries of the separate layers and some in more detail
elaborated conclusions finally result in the overall conclusions of the visual
content analysis (4.5). The conclusions take on a visual shape in the next
chapter when the different studies and the research are grouped into
several design guidelines for the design of the stream valley focussing on
the visual experience.
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4.1 Introduction
The inventory of the landscape and the landscape analysis of the study area
provided a lot of the background knowledge to be able to guide the research and
design. The characteristic landscape elements of the Three Countries Park which are
important for the perceivable quality of the landscape are used in the research of
the visual experiences of the stream valleys. The characteristic landscape elements
are used in the research to focus the content analysis of the photographs.
The research focuses on three stretches of streams and valley around Aachen. The
landscape analysis helped focus the argumentation for what streams were most
relevant or interesting to research.
The dense network of streams and valleys in the upstream basin of Aachen
(Aachener Kessel) provides a very interesting case to study. The enclosed valley
crossed by streams and the geological formations creating the many thermal springs
created the ideal circumstances for a city to be able to develop.

Figure 4.1 The streams and valleys in and around Aachen together form a very
dense network. Upstream the basin of the Wurm River, the Aachener Kessel, is
dominated largely by Aachen and the surrounding suburbs. Source: stadtgeschichte.
isl.rwth-aachen.de
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4.2 Following the stream valleys
Reasons for choosing the Gillesbach
and Johannisbach as streams for visual
analysis (and design)
An important consideration was the interaction
between the city edges and the stream valleys. Also
since the municipality of Aachen wants to develop
the valleys as green spaces close to the city to make
experiencing the landscape close to the city possible.
This meant that the streams have to interact with
the urban fabric of Aachen. Several streams interact
least with the urban fabric of Aachen, like the
Dorbach, Kupferbach and Beverbach. These streams
already disappear from view before they reach the
edge of the city centre. The streams which flow
through Forst, Brand and Eilendorf, three outer
city districts, interact far less with the actual fabric
of the inner city of Aachen itself. Streams like the
Johannisbach and the Paubach flow through the old
city centre and have a rich history in their relation
with the city. The Wurm and Gillesbach pass through
Burtscheid, a city district directly south of the city
centre, and flow towards the north directly east of
the city centre.

To be able to research the visual experiences it
requires that the stream is still ‘open’ and ’visible’
(recognisable) for a long enough distance to be able
to gather enough data. Streams like the upstream
Wurm and Paubach are only visible for a very short
distance (Wurm about 700 meters, Pau about 600
meters) before they disappear into a drain. Whereas
the Johannisbach still covers a distance of almost 1.5
km before it disappears and the Gillesbach little over
2 km before this stream also disappears in a drain as
it comes upon the railway carrying the railway east
towards Cologne.
The other streams are (mostly) still interesting places
to visit, to walk along (as far as paths allow this) and
to gather inspiration from. The Beverbach, flowing
from within the Aachen forest, has very much kept
its original meandering shape which creates many
interesting places to interact closely with the stream
and to thus experience it closely.

N
Figure 4.2 Satellite image of Aachen, including outer city districts and surrounding
landscape, showing the routes walked along the stream valleys of the Johannisbach,
Gillesbach and northern part of the Wurm.
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4.3 Introduction to the visual data
From single photographs to results of the content analysis
The analysis of the data requires certain steps like organizing and preparing the data
(collecting all the images and transcribing field notes), reading and looking at all the
data, coding the data and after this interpreting and analysing the results of that
coding (Creswell, 2014). This coding will be done (by hand) by conducting a content
analysis.
A content analysis consists of four steps: first find or make the images, then device
categories for coding, do the actual coding of the images and lastly analyse the
results (Rose, 2012). The first step is the data collection and sorting through all the
images and transcribing all the field notes and sketches. “The outcomes of content
analysis can be quantitative, most often counting simple occurrences of the units
of analysis: words, phrases, images, concepts; but it may also satisfy the needs of
the particular analysis to merely identify the common themes and patterns that
emerge from the data, supported by a general indication of how dominantly they
are represented.” (Martin & Hanington, 2012, 86) Common themes and patterns
are gathered for the analysis of the three layers and discussed in the conclusions of
the visual content analysis.
The documentation is done using a standard camera. While taking a photo
concentrates on what is seen, Gibson (1979) argues that people do not only see
with their eyes, but that we perceive with our whole body. Field notes strengthen
the link between the photo and the research. These notes contain factual
information (date, time, and location) and further commentary (Rose, 2012). The
data sheet will be filled in at every second stop along the stream where a photo is
taken, and provides space for notes, descriptions and sketches.
The photographs in the dataset show the visual structure of the landscape. “When
the vistas have been put in order by exploratory locomotion, the invariant structure
of the house, the town, or the whole habitat will be apprehended.” (Gibson, 1979,
198) This way the photographs together make a visual corridor (Laurie, 2002) that
helps analysing the larger structure. This means that in the content analysis not only
the coding of the separate images is important, but the sequence of the images is
important as well as they tell the story of the stream from source to the estuary of
the streams. The dataset is not a simple stack of individual images.
Smaller site specific problems related to the experience of the landscape can
be presented by the research. This way the visual research becomes a problem
identifier. Disruptions in the visibility and continuity can only be listed after the
research of the visual experiences.
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Figure 4.3 and 4.4
A data sheet is used to
record experiences in the
field.

Focus points
> Visibility of the stream
The coding and the analysis of the photographs is done by a doing a 3-layered
> Appearance of the
content analysis. The three layers help to code and analyse the photographs in an
stream and valley
objective systematic way. This means that you have to go over the photographs 3
> Dominant landscape
times, each time coding (and analysing) the photographs for that layer. The coding is
features
done by using both words and drawings to visualise a coded element in photograph.
> Elements in landscape
The coding by drawing is done by tracing the elements in the photograph on to
(not) providing
transparent paper. This tracing is done by hand. (See figures 4.5 to 4.7)
experience of stream
valley
In the visual research of the experiences of the stream the content analysis
will focus on the visibility of the stream, the appearance of the stream and
valley, dominant landscape features and the elements in the landscape (on the
Photograph
photograph) which do or do not help provide an experience of a stream valley.
These are the criteria that are used to analyse the photographs.
↓

Coding the photographs

In the first layer the photographs are coded very objectively, representative and
value-free. This means that visible elements in the photographs are coded, by
naming and drawing them, very straightforward without already interpreting what
certain elements would mean in relation to the context of the stream valley. This is
limited to the main larger recognisable objects in the photograph.
In the second layer the photographs are analysed more closely (iconographic) with
an expert view. Characteristic elements for stream valleys (see part on characteristic
landscape elements) are used to analyse which of these elements are present now.
This means that the previously analysed elements are looked at in more detail, for
example naming trees. Trees typically found around streams include Alder (Dutch:
Els), Ash (Dutch: Es) and Willow. Relationships can be identified between the shape
of the elements in de photograph and geographical location of that photograph.
Overall the second layer is a deeper interpretation of the photograph.

1st layer

2nd layer

3rd layer

In the third layer a subjective (iconological) interpretation is made of the visual
image in the photograph. Whereas the coding and analysis of the first two layers
could in theory be conducted by somebody else while generating the same
outcome, the third layer is subjective and the interpretation is a personal one.
Drawing conclusions and taking the next step towards design(ing)
From the analysis and the coding of the photographs conclusions will be gathered.
First main findings for each of the layers separately and finally total conclusions of
the visual content analysis. The designing process is supported by the outcomes
of the visual content analysis, the landscape analysis and outcomes of the visual
reference study. As the design process is not one phase but continuous, (reflection
on and adjustments to) the design also supports the designing process.

See appendix 1 for 3
sets of examples from
the visual content
analysis.
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Figures 4.8 to 4.10 show those parts of the valleys of the Wurm, Johannisbach and
Gillesbach which were researched. The lines show where and in what direction the
photographs were taken. The streams were followed south to north.

Figure 4.5-4.7 The coding is done by hand for each photograph individually. The
photographs are analysed by making posters of the traced images (placing the
traced images over the photographs) and by analysing the layers separately.
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N
Figure 4.8 Map of the north part of the Wurm where it leaves the city to the northeast, with the lines indicating where the photographs were taken.
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N
Figure 4.9 Map of the valley of the Gillesbach, with the lines indicating where the
photographs were taken.
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N
Figure 4.10 Map of part of the valley of the Johannisbach, with the lines indicating
where the photographs were taken.
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4.4 Analysis of the visual data
4.4.1 Analysis of the first layer
In the first layer the photographs are analysed and coded very objectively,
representative and value-free. This means that visible elements in the photographs
are coded, by naming and tracing the main elements in the photograph on to
transparent paper. This done very straightforward without already interpreting what
certain elements would mean in relation to the context of the stream valley. This is
limited to the main larger recognisable objects in the photograph.

Photograph
↓
1st layer

This straightforward analysing of the photographs results in several dominant visual
elements, which are shown in the traced image and are also recognisable from the
codes with are attached to the photographs. (For all the photographs including the
traces layers and the added codes check the appendix of the report.) The codes
include the main elements, however they are not conclusive in how dominant these
coded elements are. Furthermore the transparent and closed elements, visual
shapes in the traced photographs and points where the photographs are taken are
discussed.

Dominant visual elements and the codes
By tracing the major lines in the photograph the important elements are singled
out, while still showing a resemblance of the original photograph so that the traced
image is still recognisable.
Dominant visual elements in the traced photographs are trees (101), fences (48),
bushes (63), the path (69) and grass (54). These elements are also coded most in
the photographs (see the numbers and the table showing all the codes). These
elements are visually present in most of the 106 photographs in total that were
analysed.
It can be stated that vegetation types like trees, bushes and grass are visually
present most in the case of the three stream valleys that were analysed. The large
amount of vegetation in the stream valleys is important for the green character
of the stream valleys, with is one of the main characteristics and core qualities of
steam valleys (ESPON, 2013).
However this green character does in some instances have a negative impact on the
experience of the stream itself. Large vegetation like bushes between the path and
the stream does close off the view of the stream from the path and this way the
experience of the stream is diminished (though not always of the stream valley). In
total there are 26 photographs were bushes was coded and no code was given that
indicates water (like stream, canal or river). Bushes and other denser vegetation
on the opposite side of the path and on the other side of the stream does help to
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2nd layer

3rd layer

create the enclosed feeling of a stream valley and helps to shield off any disruptive
elements at the edges of the steam valleys, like industrial areas and buildings.
Examples are downstream Johannisbach and Gillesbach where the valley and path
are on both sides enclosed by slopes and dense vegetation.
The path is a returning element, visible on most of the images (69 photographs of
106 in total). The code path scored high, which is normal as the photographs were
made from the path, mainly because people experience the stream valley from
the path (in the case of the stream valleys around Aachen which were analysed).
Instances where photographs were not coded with path are where there is no
clear path directly visible, for example standing on a bridge, in the forest along the
Gillesbach or at the sources of the streams, which are both directly next to a road.
The amount of times that a code is attached to a photograph however is not a good
indicator of how dominant an element is in a specific photograph. A word can’t
covey the total experience of a scene or a landscape element, like an (traced) image
can. Some codes were only attached to a photograph a few times, like parking lot,
sign or traffic. However when the context of the scene is taken into account these
elements can be (negatively) visually dominant. In the analysis of the second and
third layer disruptive elements which influence the experience of the stream and
stream valley in a negative way will be further discussed.
The codes which were given to the elements traced from the photographs are listed
below. The total amount of times when a code was given to a photograph is also
given.
All the codes from the first layer:
Codes
Pond
Water
Meadow
Trees
Hedge
Fence
Farm
Forest
Hills
Road
Ditch
Bushes
Pipe
Bridge

Gillesbach
1
5
10
42
7
21
1
15
1
9
6
25
1
8

Johannisbach
7
2
14
35
12
18
3
1

Wurm

12

3

21

17
1
1

1

1
3
24
5
9

Total
8
8
27
101
24
48
4
16
1
24
6
63
2
10
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Stream
Path
Prunings/garden waste
Fallen tree
Grass
House(s)
Tree trunk
Building(s)
Traffic (cars)
Signs
Bench
Dog
Dirt
Shed
Car
Slope
People
Railway dam
Drain
Reed
Barn
Treetops
Bicycle path
Horse
Horse yard
Manege
(Allotment garden)
Terrace
Canal
Parking lot
Brick wall
Greenhouse
Farmland
Garbage
River
Viaduct
Machines
Rocks
Graffiti
Truck
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14
30
1
2
17
9
2
5
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
1

12
17
1

22

16
5

21
1

8

13

2
2
2
5

1

4

7

9
1
1
1
3
3
3
1
1
11
1
4
2
2
1
8
4
1
1
1
5

26
69
2
2
54
15
2
26
1
1
4
1
3
3
7
3
12
2
1
9
1
1
1
3
3
3
1
1
11
1
4
2
2
1
8
4
1
1
1
5

Solid and transparent elements
In the traced photographs a difference has been made between solid and dashed lines. The solid lines are
used for tracing those elements in the photograph which do not change in transparency during the seasons,
like single trees, closed hedges, fences, paths, roads and buildings. The dashed lines are used for indicating
transparent shapes in the photographs, like lines of trees, forest, the tops of the trees and edges of other
types of vegetation, but are also indicative and can show for example a path were no real path is or minor
changes in slopes or elevation next to the stream, which are important for understanding the situation shown
in the photograph.
Depending on the season a valley or stream will be more or less visible. Where the vegetation next to the
stream is very dense, this will mean that when everything is green and trees carry leaf less disturbances will be
visible. These disturbances include for example buildings, fences or roads (in the distance). A lot of lush green
vegetation however also means that the stream for example will disappear from view. The bushes and other
dense vegetation along the valley close of the view from the path of the valley and the stream. As the analysed
photographs were taken during the winter the situation shown is that where most is visible, including those
things with can disrupt the experience. In the summer these disruptive elements (later named red elements)
can be less noticeable.

Figures 4.11-4.12 Different seasons; downstream Gillesbach. The stream
disappears inside lush vegetation.

Figures 4.13 -4.14 Different seasons; crossing of Berliner ring and Wurm.
Industrial buildings and fences disappear behind the trees.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Placing images with more solid lines and more dashed lines next to each other can create insight into how
a specific scene is experienced. Solid lines indicate clear outlines and solid shapes, like the straight lines of a
path, the edges of the canal of the Wurm, solid hedges, street lights and buildings. These solid lines fit most
to man-made elements, and appear less natural. (See figure 4.15) The dashed lines indicate shapes which can
change; foliage, trees and the outlines of bushes. The outlines of these elements are less definite and as the
seasons change so these dashed lines will also change. The inside of a forest (see image of Gillesbach) will
change in transparency and shape as trees and bushes carry more leaves and plants will start to grow on the
forest floor.

Figures 4.15-4.16 Solid and transparent lines indicate different shapes.

Visual shape
Focusing on the visual shape of the elements coded in the photographs, a few components become obvious.
The path is almost always a curving or straight shape that recedes into the distance, this way giving a clear
sense of direction, guidance and focus of where you should go. Where there is no clear path this sense of
depth and direction is immediately lost, like in the case where the stream flows through the forest and there is
no path, or where you have to cross a road. Where the stream flows through the forest, the stream becomes
the guiding element. The paths are very well visible in the stream valleys and they offer good connections for
pedestrians radiating from the city to the outskirts of the city and into the countryside.
Hedges lining the path, fences and trees which line the path or stream give an even stronger feeling of
direction and guide the eye even more. These elements are also the most visually present and are very
dominant features. Vegetation lining the stream can show someone walking a little distance of, where the
stream is even if the stream itself can’t be seen. Depending on the type of vegetation it can be a strong
indicator of a the presence of a stream.
Where a road is visible in the image, this is a very dominant element and the visual presence of valley and
stream are reduced. The straight lines of the road, sidewalk, gutter and crash barriers all eye hard and out
of place in a stream valley. Along the stream valley the lines of the paths and the stream (where it is visible)
curve, disappearing into the distance or disappearing around the slope of the valley.
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Figures 4.17-4.18 Indications of direction.
The shape of the vegetation gives an indication to what is close by and what vegetation is further away. Lines
of trees that stretch horizontal across the photograph indicate that vegetation it further away, but is also closes
off parts of the landscape so that you can feel a sense of being in a space, larger if the vegetation if far away,
like along the Wurm north of the city, or in a smaller space, like along the upper part of the Johannisbach. (See
images) The amount of sky which is visible and how far your visual range is also directly relates to this, where
the vegetation is close by you see less sky and your visual range is smaller, but where vegetation is further
away you see more of the sky and your visual range is also a lot bigger.

Figures 4.19-4.20 Differences in visual range.
The lines and shapes in the traced images can give an indication of the structure of the stream valley especially
if attention is paid to the direction and angle of these lines. Crossings across the stream provide good places
from where the stream valley structure can be seen from one point. Since you are standing above the steam
you can look down the valley, see the slopes going up on both sides and see (and hear) the water flowing past
below you, all of these thing combined heightening the experience. Curving lines to the left and right (in the
traced photographs) indicate slopes. Steep slopes create a deeper valley and a more enclosed atmosphere,
while gentle slopes create a broader less deep valley which might also have a much more open atmosphere
(depending however also on the amount of vegetation). (See figures 4.21 and 4.22)
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Figures 4.21 and 4.22 Curved lines indicating steep slopes.

Open vs (en)closed
The dashed lines which indicate the outlines of the treetops, give an indication of how far away trees are.
Further away they indicate a larger open space, while closer by they create a space which is more enclosed. As
vegetation becomes more surrounding and the amount of sky visible becomes less, the space becomes more
and more closed. As the dashed lines of the treetops disappear you appear to be completely enclosed by the
stream valley and the vegetation. Where these changes appear less slowly and surroundings change more
quickly you move more faster from an open space to an enclosed space (or the other way around). As spaces
open up or close in more gradually along the path, the experience of moving through these different spaces
will appear more evenly. The sequences of the photographs shows these changes from open to closed, with a
quick change and a slower change in the experienced space. (Pay attention to the amount of sky visible in the
images.)

Figures 4.23-4.27 The sequence above show a quick change and a gradual
change of the atmosphere of the stream valley.
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Photograph points
The method of coding an image is often used to analyse images which are not directly related to each other
and where the sequence of the images is not important. As the stream valleys were photographed by walking
along the valley in one certain direction (south to north) and the photographs were made at certain points
where the direction of the path changed significantly or the general atmosphere changed the sequence is
important in the case of this research. The amount of images that it takes to give an accurate representation
of a space in the landscape does give an indication to the complexity of an area. This becomes directly clear
from the maps that show where the photographs were taken (see figures 4.8 to 4.10). The photographs were
taken to give an accurate impression of the visual experience of a specific scene and also at points where the
surroundings changed noteworthy, for example at the crossing of a road, where the path changes direction or
where elements like trees appear.
From the maps it becomes clear that more photographs were made at the sources of the streams. Here
more photographs were made to accurately convey what the visual experience of those places are. What
also becomes clear is that the photographs taken along the Wurm are more evenly divided along the route
along the stream. From the beginning of the path along the Wurm a few photographs are able to capture the
visual experience of the stream valley whereas along the Gillesbach and the Johannisbach more photographs
are needed. Spaces which can be more easily surveyed from one point require less photographs to convey
a scene, while more complicated spaces will require more photographs to convey of what scenes a space
consists.

Discoveries of the first layer
The photographs were not made with a before specified interval in mind, like for example every 5 minutes
or every 100 meter, instead the photographs were made at noteworthy points. So whether an element in
the photograph is visually dominant or occurs a lot, can't be derived exactly from the codes. However in
general, taking first observations of the study area and an already deeper interpretation of the complete
data set of photographs into consideration, it can be stated that the actual stream is visible a lot less then
expected beforehand. The code for the stream was only attached 26 times in a total of 106 photographs. The
frequencies of the codes in combination with the context of the photographs can partially guide decisions
about what things should be analysed further, like areas where photographs are not coded with elements
referring to the presence of a stream valley (road, buildings, fences etc.).
Further analysis will also have to be conducted into the visual spaces of the stream valleys, as discussing
the photographs with regard to transparency, shape and open vs (en)closed does not give concrete enough
outcomes, again since these photographs capture scenes and moments where the surroundings changed
noteworthy. While there is a continuing of more open and closed spaces, the size and shape of these spaces
can't be derived solely from the amount of photographs within a specific definable visual space.
The general green character is easily noticeable as the stream valleys are the only 'open' natural green areas
directly outside of the city. The vegetation, hedges, lines of trees and shape of the landscape have a big
influence on the perceivable shape of the stream valleys. The lines and curves of sloping meadows, trees
receding into the distance and curving paths are important for the whole image that a stream valley should
create and for the visibility of the whole system.
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4.4.2 Analysis of the second layer
In the second layer the photographs are analysed more closely (iconographic)
with an expert view. This means that thought is given to what is photographed
and several characteristic elements for stream valleys are used to analyse what is
visualised in the image. The previously analysed elements are looked at in more
detail, for example naming trees. However also relations can be identified between
the shape of the elements in de photograph and geographical location of that
photograph. Overall the second layer is a deeper interpretation of the photograph.
This interpretation is done, like in the first layer, by tracing the elements onto a
sheet of transparent paper.
The expert interpretation of the photograph exists of two main items. Firstly, so
called ‘red elements’ are defined in the photographs, which include all elements,
objects and obstacles in the stream valley (visible from the point from which the
photograph was taken) which should not be found in the stream valley, like roads,
fences, cars etc. and similar elements which interrupt the visual continuity and
experience of the stream valley.
Secondly, the photograph is analysed with regard to certain elements which are
typically connected with stream valleys, like the existence of a spring, sloping valley
edges and vegetation guiding the course of the stream.

Photograph
↓
1st layer

2nd layer

3rd layer

The 'red elements'
When the stream valley interacts more closely with the urban fabric the photograph
show there are noticeably more red elements visibly present. Closer to the city
edge elements that interrupt the visual continuity are for example fences, parking
lots and buildings. Especially fences can be very disruptive elements in the (visual)
experience of the stream valley. Fences do not only take away views of the stream
or interrupt open views. They provide strong physical as well as mental barriers,
making a difference between being on one side of the fence or the other side
and often making clear that entrance to a particular area is not wanted. Where
fences are very present they can divide up a large space and interrupt for example
a connected stream valley system consisting of valleys and slopes, dividing it into
smaller pieces which so lose their cohesiveness.

Figures 4.28-4.30 Fences are obvious 'red elements' along the stream valleys.
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Whereas fences are to some degree transparent, high hedges, bushes and trees can block views of the stream
valley and this way have a negative impact on visual continuity. Buildings throughout the stream valley have
an even bigger impact on the experience of the stream valley as they are often visually dominant, stand out
against the usually green background of the stream valley and do often not just include a building, but also
parking lots, cars etc. Along the north part of the Wurm, as it leaves the city, industrial areas have pushed the
river to the side which has resulted in many buildings lining the edges of the river.

Figures 4.31-4.33 Buildings have a big negative impact: like industrial buildings
lining the Wurm and the extension of a manege along the Johannisbach.
Other signs of human activity can also disrupt the visual experience of the steam valley, like garbage in or
around the stream, signs of vandalism and cars parked by the side of the stream.

Figures 4.34-4.36 Traces of human activity.
Lastly, roads are also a big disruptive factor. Roads are obstacles that create visual barriers and bring with
it a lot of traffic and a lot of noise. Again, it is often not just the road which has a negative impact on the
experience of the stream valley as where there is a road there are mostly also guard rails, signs, traffic lights,
steps and many other objects that interfere with a continuous positive experience.

Characteristic stream valley elements
Before the analysis of the photographs for the second time, 9 characteristic elements were defined which
act as guides to help guide the expert view that was used to analyse the photographs. These 9 characteristic
elements are: small rivers and streams, green valleys, gentle slopes with meadows, steep slopes with forest
or pasture land, wetlands in the valleys, hedges, historic farms and estates, orchards and springs and creeks.
Furthermore, special attention was paid to the vegetation, mainly the trees and bushes. Trees typically found
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near streams, like alder, ash and willow, were also
defined in the photographs.
Green valleys In general the valleys of the
Gillesbach, Johannisbach and Wurm have a very
green, meaning with a lot of vegetation like
meadows, trees and bushes, appearance. The urban
expansion of the centre of Aachen towards the
south has been mostly kept away from the stream
valley, which has resulted in these narrow stream
valleys between urban (mostly residential) areas
which pierce the urban fabric and now offer good
connection towards the open areas south of the city.
What creates the appearance of a green valley is not
further analysed in detail, but mostly includes trees
and bushes directly lining the stream or along the
valley and groups of trees in the valley located on
the slopes or in the meadows.
Gentle slopes and steep slopes Along the
Johannisbach and Gillesbach upstream gentle slopes
with meadows and steep slopes with forest or
pasture can both be found. Both steams spring in the
sloping edges of the Aachener Forest. The streams
are lined with trees and meadows. Very steep slopes
directly adjacent the stream are covered with trees
and shrubbery like along the Gillesbach. Steep slopes
a little away from the stream are mostly covered
with meadows, grassland or allotment gardens. The
gentle slopes and ridges between the stream valleys
have been urbanised. This has created the strong
shape of green wedges piercing the urban fabric
south of Aachen. Along the Wurm north of the city
the slopes adjacent the stream are mostly urbanised
or covered with meadows or allotment gardens. The
Wurm flows through a wide plain area here, until it
leaves the Aachener Basin (Kessel) and flows towards
Herzogenrath.
Wetlands Wetlands can only be found along the
Johannisbach. Large ponds have always been
situated along the Johannisbach. In the past the
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Figures 4.37 -4.45
The 9 characteristic
landscape elements which
were used for the analysis.
Top to bottom: small
rivers and streams, green
valleys, gentle slopes with
meadows, steep slopes
with forest or pasture
land, wetlands, hedges,
historic farms and estates,
orchards and springs and
creeks

water from the Johannisbach was stored so it could be used by the mills for the production of paper or
textiles. Now the wetlands along the Johannisbach are used as retention basins, which are heavily planted with
willow, birch,alder and reeds. The stream that runs behind these ponds/basins (as seen from the path) is not
visible from the path because of this heavy vegetation.
Hedges Hedges line just some parts of the paths and roads through the valleys, but mostly upstream close to
the historical estates where the hedges also act as fences between the road/path and meadows. The hedges
fit to the traditional picture of a historic farm estate surrounded by meadows. However as a hedge becomes
too high it can also obstruct views towards the stream.
Historical farms and estates The historical farms and estate along the Johannisbach, Gillesbach and Wurm
add to the experience of the stream valley. The estates at the source of the stream create points of access
to the springs (ponds) and accentuate them in the landscape, however these ponds have to be taken care of
as they are located in areas that are also working environments (not completely natural) and close to roads.
The atmosphere which a historical estate adds to a stream valley can entwine with modern functions given
to these places, for example modern farming estates, maneges which include extensions on the estate to
accommodate horse riding or a farm shop. Whether these new functions are negative for the experience of
the stream valley depends on how well they are fitted in to the historic atmosphere of the estate. Less well
fitted in are the horse yards at Gut Hanbruch along the Johannisbach.

Figures 4.46-4.48 The farm shop at Gut Hasselholz is well fitted into the historic
estate, while the manege extension at Gut Hanbruch doesn't fit to the historic
character of the estate.
Orchards Orchards can be found upstream from the Gillesbach and the Johannisbach, where they belong
to the farm estates Gut Hasselholz and Gut Waldhausen at the source of the Johannisbach and Gillesbach.
Occasionally cherry and apple trees can be found along the streams.
Springs The ponds which were the beginning points of the photo analysis of the Johannisbach valley and
Gillesbach stream valley are very noticeable and directly visible from the road. However both do not directly
connect the streams and so you can wonder whether these are the actual springs or just ponds in a meadow.
There are no signs saying that these are the springs of either stream.
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Figures 4.49-4.50 Stately trees, like chestnut, linden, oak, beech and sycamore
maple surround the estates Kalkofen along the Wurm and Hasselholz at the source
of the Johannisbach.

Vegetation
The typical vegetation which it normally found along streams, for example trees like Ash, Alder and Willow, is
found throughout the stream valleys. As the Gillesbach still springs close to the forest edge, here also oak and
beech can be found a lot. Around the old estates of Hanbruch and Hasselholz (along the Johannisbach) and
Kalkofen (along the Wurm) many other species can be found, like chestnut, Linden and maple. Other common
species are sycamore maple (Esdoorn in Dutch) and hawthorn, and in lesser amount oak, linden, hazel and
birch.

Discoveries of the second layer
Roads and fences are the main disturbing factors in visual continuity and experience of the stream valleys. As
these objects create lines in the landscape which draw attention and guide the eye, drawing attention away
from the stream valley. This is mainly the case for the fenced areas of the Johannisbach and some parts of the
Wurm.
Major red elements which need larger interventions to restore continuity include the crossing of the
Gillesbach and ring road (Adenauerallee) and the railway dam which blocks the valley of the Gillesbach.
Defining stream valley characteristics does not mean that the coded elements in the photographs are the
same in size or shape. Overall many characteristic elements can be defined in the photographs, like the
stream, trees and other vegetation, slopes and hedges. Some photographs seem not to show any of the listed
characteristic elements, which however does not mean that the parts of the valley shown in the photograph
is not part of the stream valley system. Characteristic elements for one stream valley may not be characteristic
for another stream valley. Strengthening the characteristic of the individual stream valleys will improve the
local experience of the stream valleys around Aachen and increase a sense of being in a particular stream
valley, as they are all stream valleys with a source in the hills south of the city but do clearly have their own
appearance and were shaped by the local landscape circumstances and human interventions. Building on what
makes the stream valley different will create a greater visual and stream valley experience.
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4.4.3 Analysis of the third layer
A personal interpretation of the (visual) experience of the stream
valleys and the streams
In the third layer a subjective (iconological) interpretation is made of the visual
image in the photograph. Although the coding and analysis of the first two layers
can in theory be conducted by somebody else while generating the same outcome,
the third layer is subjective and the interpretation is a personal one.

Photograph
↓
1st layer

The coding of the photographs for a third time, is not done by literally tracing of
the photographs, but is done by describing the (visual) experiences as a personal
interpretation of what you experience as you walk the lengths of the stream valleys
from their sources to where the Wurm leaves the city in the northeast.
In the personal interpretation of the photographs three main topics arose.
To describe the (visual) experiences throughout the stream valleys three aspects
will be addressed on which the nature of the experience depends most. These
aspects are most important as they can trigger a negative or a positive experience
in the stream valley. The three aspects are, firstly the general appearance and
maintenance of the stream valleys, secondly the actual visibility (seeing and
hearing) of the stream and thirdly the disruptive elements within, just outside of or
crossing the stream valley.

2nd layer

3rd layer

General appearance of the stream valleys
The general appearance of the stream valleys includes the maintenance of the
direct surroundings of the path and the street furniture as well as the path itself.
Photographs may not show the disturbing details which you do notice as you walk
the paths through the valleys, like the broken garbage bins, the benches which do
not look comfortable to sit on, that are vandalised and broken or fences which are
in desperate need of repair. The general maintenance of some parts throughout
the stream valleys is very poor. A lot of fences need repair and at some places the
benches and garbage bins could be replaced. Numerous examples can be found
along the Gillesbach and Johannisbach, as the photographs show.
Graffiti on buildings, walls, signs and other street furniture is not pleasing to the eye
most of the time, especially when the graffiti is an act of vandalism. Though these
traces of activity do tell a lot of how a group of people uses a space.
The amount of maintenance of the direct surroundings around the paths
throughout the stream valleys differs very much from place to place. Some parts
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have an overgrown appearance, some parts look natural and hardly maintained and some parts show signs
of heavy maintenance. Most parts of the stream valleys are very ‘green’ and have a natural appearance. A
combination of what you can see in the photograph and the actual more detailed experience combined make
up a more whole experience and as the two examples below show the natural appearance of the stream valley
can be interpreted differently depending on more information gathered from other senses and a closer look at
the photograph.

Figures 4.51-4.54 Photographs of some details: graffiti on benches and walls, and
benches and fences in need of repair.
The entrance/exit of the stream valley where the Gillesbach crosses the Adenauerallee is an example where
the general appearance does not provide many clues to trigger a very positive experience of the stream valley.
Very positive is the wide open view down the valley and as the trees and the path disappear you understand
that the valley slopes down from this point. Looking at the photograph in more detail shows a fence in need
of repair, a broken bench, bushes overgrowing the deep stream valley on the right and several other elements
attracting (negative) attention like the road (and sound of traffic), cars parked along the street and houses
build on the edge of the stream valley. The general appearance could be better, even though the valley eyes
‘green’ and natural.
The valley near the source of the Johannisbach is an idyllic green area where the views in all directions
provide beautiful experiences. The photograph shows the stream valley with meadows lined with trees and
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Figures 4.55 Entrance of Gillesbach valley at the crossing of the Adenauerallee.
The panoramic photograph provides a wider view of the surrounding.
sloping edges. On the left the path leads you parallel to the stream towards the city edge and on the right
the historical farm estate Hasselholz marks the source of the Johannisbach. What the photograph only partly
shows is that this is not just a beautiful area, but also a place buzzing with activities and people going about
their business. The sounds and smells support this as the main sounds are birds chirping, people talking and
the rushing of leaves and there is an overpowering smell of horses and manure. Here many elements together
trigger a positive experience and the disrupting elements, like the signs telling us we can’t enter a private road
or the edges of a residential area on the left, seem less distressing.

Figures 4.56 Valley of the Johannisbach, close to the spring. The panoramic
photograph provides a wider view of the surrounding.

Visibility of the streams
The second aspect on which the nature of the experience of the stream valley depends is the actual visibility
of the stream itself as it flows through the valley. The visibility does not mean that you can only see it, but
also that you might be able to hear it. The stream can create a powerful experience if you can see it, hear it
and touch it at the same time. While at the same time no traces of a stream might provide only a very limited
experience of the stream valley.
Along the Gillesbach and Johannisbach the general visual experience of the stream can be improved. At the
places where it can be seen, heard and accessed minimal effort is made to strengthen the connection between
the stream and the stream valley within the larger context. And even then, you have to make an effort to be
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able to get to the stream, you have to climb down through the bushes and mud. Of course for children this is
no problem and can even be a fun game.
The places where you pass over the stream offer very special views of the stream and of the valley. It is here
where you can see the water flowing underneath you, flowing over rocks and branches, triggering a very
positive experience. (See figures 4.57-4.60)
The fact that the stream can be experienced, as the photographs above show, at these crossings of the path
and the stream is positive, however the experience can easily be influenced in a negative way by other factors,
like sounds or smells.
Inside of the city there are one or two initiatives to show the old streams again in the current street profile,
like with the Johannisbach at the Lindenplatz. The city of Aachen is very aware of what precious remains they
have left in the earth and the many archaeological sites in the city are visible through so called ‘archaeological
windows’, but the streams are still covered and buried beneath street level. The geographical location
of Aachen is special and the landscape with its access to hot springs and water from the streams was an
important factor for the first people to settle there, but these reasons have almost all disappeared from direct
view. The traces of the streams which are still visible in the city are limited to indirect references, like remnants
of an old channel or water in the shape of a fountain. These references are not sufficient to show the system

Figures 4.57-4.60 Photographs showing crossings of the path and stream.
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of streams and springs that helped shape the city and to bring continuity to the experiences of the streams
valleys.
The Wurm leaves the city in the north-east and at this point does not look like a characteristic stream in a
stream valley. To recreate a natural stream valley the river would have to be taken out of its canalised river
bed and given a lot more space to move. At the moment the river is kept in place between the industrial and
business buildings on the west side and the sloping meadows and grounds of the historical estate on the east
side of the canal. The brick canal offers a very limited experience of the stream as the water runs by the path
almost soundlessly. The canal does change into a more natural river with sloping edges further on, and this
way the river changes gradually from an urban canal into a more natural broad flowing stream. It is visible
almost the entire length until it leaves the valley of Aachen, however is does pass past some industrial sites
and passes under a few busy roads, all of which do not improve the experience of the stream. (Read on about
disruptive elements along the stream). The Wurm does however have a close historical relationship with the
industrial past of the city, as there used to be many factories and mills located alongside it. A single chimney
is the only reference to the former location of a paper mill, seen from the street under which the Wurm still
flows. (See figures 4.? and 4.?) This relationship however disappeared has some time ago as the streams in the
city were canalised and put underground. The canalised stream is a remnant of a certain time in history this
way.

Figures 4.61 and 4.62 Left; The Wurm as a canal outside of the city. Right; The
Wurm not visible any more near an old paper factory (see the chimney).
Making the stream visible literally is not the only way to make the stream visible to people and make them
aware of a stream close by even if they cannot directly see it. Some parts of the paths through the stream
valleys are part of the network of walking (and other recreational) paths in and around the city of Aachen. By
attaching small sections of the maps to street lamps, signs and traffic lights along the route, they provide quick
information on where you are and where the path goes. These simplified topographical maps however do not
only show the hiking paths, but also show the streams. At certain places these little maps are the only clear
indication of where the streams flows and which course it follows. For example where the Gillesbach stream
crosses the Adenauerallee and where the Johannisbach meets to the city edge. At these places some visual
aid is necessary to show the course of the streams. However these little maps attached to street signs are only
found along parts of the stream valleys connected to the walking trails.
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Figures 4.63 and 4.64 Little maps attached to street signs along the
Johannisbach and Gillesbach.

Disruptive elements in the stream valley system
The important aspects to consider in the experience of the stream valley are the disruptive elements within,
just outside of or crossing the stream valley. Disrupting elements can easily trigger a negative experience or
weaken a positive experience in the stream valley.
Disrupting elements like roads crossing through the stream valley are not always physical barriers for the
stream or the path however can be visual obstacles in the visual continuity and experience of a stream valley.
The main examples are the places where the ring road around Aachen crosses the stream valleys of the
Johannisbach, Gillesbach and Wurm. (These are the researched valleys, but other places of similar disruption
may also be found where the ring road crosses the valleys of the Wildbach, Dorbach, Kannegießerbach,
Predigerbach and Beverbach.) Here not just the road is an obstacle, but also the accompanying elements like
vegetation, crash barriers, stairs and traffic act as obstacles. What the photographs do not show, but what
does affect the experience greatly (negatively) is the noise and sometimes smells of traffic. Here efforts should
be made to make the valley and stream visible on both sides of the obstacles by bridging these obstacles and
reconnecting both sides of the valleys on opposite sides of the roads.
Other big obstacles in the visual continuity and experience of the stream valleys are the railway dam which
acts as a major barrier in the valley of the Gillesbach and in a way even the city centre itself is now an obstacle.
The railway dam does not only simply block the valley, it removes any (visual) relationship between the stream
valley and the estuary of the Gillesbach in the stream valley of the Wurm near the castle and Frankenberger
Park. Getting from one side of the railway dam to the other side and back to the valley of the Gillesbach is
a real search. Creating a way to pass the railway dam more directly would improve connections to the city
centre, improve the visual continuity and experience of the stream valley, can provide the perfect opportunity
to open the Gillesbach up again on the site of the city centre and would improve living conditions in the
Frankenberger city district as airflows from the south into the city would be restored (although this last
advantage is not a point of research and discussion in this thesis).
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Figure 4.65-4.67 The ring road of Aachen acts as a major obstacle where it
crosses the stream valleys of the Gillesbach, Johannisbach and Wurm.
Smaller elements, like smaller roads or paths that cross the stream or the stream valley may be obstacles but
do not have to be visual obstacles. These are much easier to cross and the visual connection between both
sides of the road is much easier preserved.
Elements that disrupt the visual continuity or experience in the stream valley can also be located in or just
outside of the stream valley.
The allotment gardens along the valleys are an example of elements that take away from the total experience
of a stream valley, mainly because they close of the view of the slopes and diminish the overall experience of
the stream valley system. These patches of little gardens with sheds do at certain points cover large areas of
the slopes of the valleys. Yet, properly fitted into the landscape, using hedges and making sure sheds are not
build to high, they can be placed in the stream valleys. Especially since the valleys are the only places outside
of the immediate city, but close enough to the centre, where many people can have a garden.
Other objects that can disrupt the experience in a stream valley are buildings and other structures that look
out of place and high fences.
As you follow the Johannisbach north towards the city you pass the old farm estate Hanbruch. It is now a
manege (horse riding school) and clearly a place where people work and go to enjoy horse riding. The old farm
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Figures 4.68 and 4.69 Big and small obstacles have different effects on the visual
continuity (left the railway dam and right a road).
with its other buildings does on the one hand have a long relationship history with the stream and the stream
valley, however on the other hand also acts as a disruption as you feel like a trespasser as you walk the path
along the stream.
The lower part of the valley of the Johannisbach, close to the city edge, in lined with high fences obviously
placed to keep people out as it is a water retention area. Whether these fences are really necessary could
be argued. At least the fences are green and not white or black, which makes them at least partly fitted into
the landscape. Some other parts of the stream valleys are also fenced off for large parts, but where fences fit
to the surroundings, like the old gates near a historical estate Hasselholz, they can add to a certain (positive)
experience, which consequently creates a more valuable experience for a whole area including the stream
valley.
As the most of the stream valleys around the centre of Aachen are close to residential areas, which is also the
case for the Gillesbach and Johannisbach valleys, there will always be some disrupting views of houses and
sometimes backyards. This also includes gates to backyards, garden waste and maybe garbage, sheds and
many other traces of human activity. These do influence the experience in the stream valley.

Discoveries of the third layer
Overall the stream valleys seem like good places, looking more closely and at a human scale show many details
which need change to improve the experiences of the streams and stream valleys and provide positive triggers
for the experience.
Obstacles can create opportunities for interventions. A major obstacle is the city, but the variety of spaces in
the city provides many opportunities. Within the city boundaries the only things that refer to any presence
of a stream are the occasional water elements and old factories that used to be located next to the streams.
However no attempts (with the exception of the Johannisbach at the Lindenplatz) have been made to connect
the tunnelled stream under the pavement with the traces of the former presence of the stream that can be
found above ground. This is especially the case for the lower parts of the Gillesbach near castle Frankenberg,
the Johannisbach near the inner city centre and part of the Wurm as it passes through the residential areas
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Figure 4.70 Old gate at estate Hasselholz, at the source of the Johannisbach.
Obstacles can create
east of the centre. However there are enough places (streets, small parks and
opportunities for
squares) where initiatives could be taken to change this and connect the different
interventions
traces of streams now scattered throughout the city and improving the continuity of
the stream valleys and visual experiences of the streams.
Improving the continuity of the stream valleys is also a good opportunity to give
some unity to the different street furniture styles, types of fences and pavement
materials.
To increase the visibility of the Wurm north of the city it could be considered to
renew the canalised riverbed, however increasing the experience of the water
would not require this. Creating connections to the other side of the Wurm,
creating more places to interact with the river and cross it, would already suffice to
increase the experience. Referring to the mills that used to line the Wurm, by giving
information, recreating them with landscape art or making present again other
traces no longer visible are ways to increase the experience without large scale
redevelopment. Of course different degrees of redevelopment and change can be
imagined.
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Photographs of the stream valleys within
the city
Within the city there are (almost) no traces visible
on street level of the presence of a stream or a
stream valley. (See figures 4.71-4.76) As you follow
the current course of the Gillesbach and Wurm,
it is possible with a trained eye to detect height
differences that can indicate a stream valley.
Remnants of old mills and (paper or textile) factories,
recognisable by their high chimneys and brick high
buildings also give a clue to the former presence of
water basins and streams in the area that supplied
the mills and factories with water.
Most of the clues that can indicate the presence of a
stream inside of the city are not directly obvious and
only by consciously looking for signs and knowing
what to look for could you link what you see with the
presence of canalised streams under the pavement.
The presence of water is also linked to the seasons.
Only in the summer is the water in the different
fountains and water playgrounds in the city actually
visible, the rest of the year these fountains are just
empty basins. Examples of fountains, squares and
playgrounds with water elements integrated along
the course of the Johannisbach, Gillesbach and
Wurm in the city centre include (along the course
of the Wurm) a water play area at the Rehmplatz
(square), a small water playground (including water
pump) at the Wenzelplatz and the large fountain at
the Europaplatz (big intersection) (see figure 4.74).
Along the course of the Johannisbach the fountain
and thermal springl Hotmannspief and the fountain
at the old spa building refer to the former presence
of water or a stream (and history of Aachen as a spa
resort) (See figure 4.73).
Part of the Johannisbach which was opened up to
make the stream more visible is also just a large
gutter in the street profile, which also only carries
water occasionally. (See figure 4.72) This can be
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Figures 4.71-4.76 Traced images, with the original
photograph underneath, showing the places where
signs of water can still be found in the city. From
top to bottom: fountain at Frankenberger Park,
Johannisbach at the Lindenplatz (square), fountain
at the old Spa building (Altes Kurhaus), fountain
at the Europaplatz (big roundabout), fountain at
the Rehmplatz (square) and water playground at
Wenzelplatz.

seen in the images of the Johannisbach from the
Lindenplatz (square) as it runs along two streets
connected to the square, for about 400 meters. The
photographs were made in March and at that time
there was no water in the gutter.
One more clue to the presence of a stream was the
sound of running water that I could hear from under
manhole covers (putdeksels in Dutch) in the street,
as I walked along the current course of the streams
through the city. To assume that anyone would
attach the presence of the stream to sound coming
out of a manhole might be a little far fetched maybe,
mostly as these sounds could also easily be the
sewer running underneath the street.
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Figures 4.77-4.89 Street names are good indicators of no longer
directly visible elements linked to the presence of water, like urbanised
stream valleys (Talstraße), textile factories and mills (Tuchmacherweg and
Pottenmühlenweg), Spa buildings (Kurhausstraße) or no longer visible
streams (Sandkaulbach and Augustinerbach).
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4.5 Conclusions of the visual content analysis
Combined discoveries of the analysed photographs
As explained at the beginning of this chapter the focus of the visual content analysis
is mainly on the visibility of the stream, the appearance of the stream, the dominant
landscape features and the elements in the landscape which do or do not provide
the experience of the stream valley.
The conclusions of the research provide the answer for the second research
question: What are the visual experiences on an eye level perspective in
the stream valleys in and around Aachen?
Visibility and appearance of the stream
Key in the stream valleys is a continuing of small (smaller and larger) landscape
spaces, where you pass in and out of, moving along less and more densely
vegetated areas. Upstream the stream is less directly visible, except if you are
standing on a bridge or close to the edge of the water. Further downstream the
Wurm becomes a much larger stream or small river and is much more visible.
The edges of the stream valleys are under pressure as they interact with the
urban fabric of the city of Aachen. At these edges you encounter disturbances in
the stream valley, like looking into (messy) backyards, cars and fences. The green
character of the steam valleys is something that needs to be maintained. However
visual experience of the stream valley and visual presence of the stream is not
always guaranteed here. A green character does not imply any connection between
the person experiencing the stream valley and the stream itself. Where the valley
is overgrown the experience of the stream will be severely limited. Bridges act as
points where the experience of the stream valley is made stronger, because from
the bridge the stream is visible (and can also be heard). The connection between
the visual and the other senses is stronger here.
The places where the stream valley (as far as it is naturally present outside of the
city) and the city meet can be seen as the entrance into the open countryside
outside of the city. It is at these points that the stream valley interacts most with the
inner city centre of Aachen. However now these places are characterised by stream
valleys that are surrounded by fences and any trace of the stream is lost where the
stream disappears in a drain. The same is the case for the Wurm as it leaves the city
to the northeast. These points of transition between the ‘natural’ stream valley and
the city are places where the visual continuity of the stream valley can be improved.
However stream valleys can be very different in appearance and how they came
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into existence. While stream valleys might bear some similarity on a larger scale,
detailed analysis of the stream valleys shows how much they actually differ from
each other.
Dominant landscape features
The dominant elements in the landscape were discussed in the analysis of the first
and third layer. However in the third layer the focus was on negative dominant
features which disrupt the visual experience and continuity of the stream valley.
Smaller elements, like fences and cars, or larger elements, like roads and buildings,
can be dominant negative elements (depending also on what your relation is to a
specific place).
Linking the photographs to their location can tell us something of what visual
landscape features are representative for the landscape around the source of the
stream or the estuary of the stream.
Representative visual elements for the landscape at the source Looking at the
analysed photographs from the sources of the Gillesbach and Johannisbach shows
the presence of water (pond), the farm estates surrounded by sloping meadows
with hedges, orchards and where the meadows end the edges of the forest.
Representative visual elements for the landscape of the estuary The estuaries of
the streams are not visible any more as the Johannisbach and Gillesbach connect to
the Wurm below street level. From walking in the city you will not notice anything
from where this actually happens. For those who look closely and know what
signs to look for in the city can follow the course of the stream valley. Some street
names still give a clue as to the former existence of a stream, like the Bachstaße
which translates into street with a stream or street names which include names of
former water mills, like Aretzstraße. Existing remains of textile and paper factories
also give clues to the hidden existence of a stream. Nowadays the still existing
buildings have been integrated in the city, some have been upgraded and given new
functions. Part of them are only visible because of their high chimneys made of
red brick. Following the curves in the city and paying close attention to the height
differences between streets can also tell you something the hidden presence of a
stream, however making the link to a stream can only be done if you take with you
for example old maps or a local expert or historian.
Elements in the landscape which do or do not provide the experience of a
stream valley
The red elements, which were discussed in the analysis of the second layer, are
elements which have a negative impact on the experience of a stream valley, while
the characteristic stream valley elements include elements which do help to provide
the experience of a stream valley. The elements which do not help to create the
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positive (visual) experience of the stream valley are the larger hard structures,
like roads, fences which obstruct views, buildings, and smaller elements like cars,
garbage and signs.
From the visual content analysis can be concluded that the slopes, heavy vegetation
and green appearance of the stream valleys, vegetation lining the stream and
valley and presence of water (stream, ponds or other water elements) all do help
to provide the experience of a stream valley. However the list of characteristics
which was used, is not conclusive and detailed. For example while springs belong to
stream valley characteristics, a spring does not have to be one existing point in the
landscape and can appear as a meadow where water gathers, a little stream flowing
from the forest or a pond from where water flows towards the main stream.
The visual content analysis was also a problem identifier. Three problems are
identified by the visual content analysis. Firstly, the lack of any visual continuity and
connection of the streams through the city and so a missing connection between
the sources of the streams south of the city and the estuary of the Wurm north of
the city. Secondly, the many obstacles which greatly diminish the positive (visual)
experience of the stream valleys need to be overcome at certain critical points.
Thirdly, on a detailed scale smaller interventions and changes have to improve
the visibility of the stream and presence of water in the valleys and improve the
experiences at certain critical points.
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CHAPTER 5
Streams in an urban
context: a visual
reference study
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5.1 Introduction
The visual reference study is a study using only images of several existing
projects and examples of streams and stream valley designs (and some
further map analysing and personal observations).
The focus of the reference image study is on the visual aspect of experiencing these
streams and the design of these streams in an urban context. By gathering from
these examples positive as well as negative (design/spatial) elements, they can
serve as inspiration of what does positively affect the continuity and experience
and what elements can affect it negatively. Studying the images of the examples in
detail for the design and use of materials can help to give clues as to how continuity
is achieved along the stream (materials, signs, etc.) and show how the stream and
stream valley interact with public space.
Also these projects and locations act as inspirations for the further detailed design
of the streams in and around the city of Aachen.
The stream(s) and stream valleys in the 5 examples all interact with urban areas
and are crossed by roads. They can provide clues as to how continuity and visibility
of the streams can be achieved. Of these 5 examples three are located in the
Netherlands and two in Germany. There are many different types of streams and
the geographical/topographical location is important for the appearance of the
stream and stream valley. Because of this the (geographical) locations and the
functions of the streams in the examples were taken into account. It should be
kept in mind however that no two locations are the same and that the outcomes
will have to be fitted into their own context in the design of the stream valleys in
Aachen.

How is the image study conducted?
The image study is conducted similar to the visual content analysis. By tracing the
image on transparent paper you are able to take from the image the main elements.
Further details of materials are shown by zooming in. The positive and negative
elements are described per example. In the end simple conclusions, existing out
of text and images (drawings) make clear what the main findings are and what
discoveries from the image study are taken further in the designing.
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Photograph
+
Traced
detail

100 km

N

1. De Grift in Apeldoorn (Netherlands)
2. Roombeek in Enschede (Netherlands)
3. Roode Beek in Schinveld (Netherlands)
4. Lutterbach in Bielefeld (Germany)
5. Freiburger Bächle in Freiburg (Germany)

Figure 5.1 Map with locations of 5 examples in white and other main cities in
black.
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5.2 A visual reference study of 5
examples
Example 1: De Grift in Apeldoorn
(Netherlands)
Apeldoorn is located on the eastern edge of the
Veluwe, a large mainly forested nature area in the
middle of the Netherlands. The hills of the Veluwe
allow rain water to pass through the soil to resurface
at the edges. Near Apeldoorn the streams which
have been important for the running of mills for
the production of for example paper and for the
laundries used for washing textiles. For these uses
many streams were also artificially dug, in Dutch
called ‘sprengen’. The Grift is one of these streams
and runs through the city centre of Apeldoorn.

+
Long-term project where the lessons learned from
previous projects are taken along to the next project
(projects as experiments).
The urban spaces around the city are updated by
redesigning them with an open stream.
Different atmospheres are created along the course
of the stream, an urban stream within the centre of
the city and a more natural stream where the stream
flows towards the countryside.

The stream is made up of parts which do not all look
similar and thus lack a direct connection.
Continuity is not always directly obvious (lack of one
continuous element) and as the city is interwoven
with many streams it may not always be directly
obvious with water element is part of a specific
stream.

Figure 5.2-5.6 Parts of
the Grift in Apeldoorn.
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Example 2: Roombeek in Enschede
(Netherlands)
Enschede, located in the east of the Netherlands
close to the German border, used to be the
most important place in the Netherlands for the
production of textiles. During the years that the
textile industry bloomed around Enschede the
Roombeek (Beek is Dutch for stream) was used to
discharge the wastewater from the textile factories.
After many years the stream was covered. In recent
years the stream has been opened again as the
surrounding neighbourhoods were also undergoing
renovation.

+
Changing urban spaces, from park to street to park,
offers many different opportunities to provide
different water elements.
Coloured tiles show where the stream flows beneath
street level.
The different places along the course of the stream
provide spaces for many different activities.

The course of the stream is made out of separate
parts, which at first glance seem well connected but
which do all look different.

Figure 5.7-5.10 Parts
of the Roombeek in
Enschede.
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Example 3: Roode Beek in Schinveld
(Netherlands)
The valley of the Roode Beek around Schinveld is
part of a much larger cross border nature area of
which part is located in the Netherlands and part in
Germany. Some parts of the canalised stream of the
Roode Beek function as the border. The water from
the stream was used to power watermills where
oil and grain were processed. Schinveld is a small
village in the southeast corner of the Netherlands
and located only 1 km from the German border. Even
though the stream used to run straight through the
village, it was not visible except for the canalised
stream at the edges of the village. The course of the
stream has recently been naturalised at the edges of
the village, including wetlands and a visitor centre,
and also has been opened up where the stream
flows through the village.

+
The same materials are used along the course of the
stream.
Where the stream passes through a shopping street
steps create accessibility to the stream.
The shape of the new stream bed, with the sloping
edges, gives it a natural appearance (even with a
rectangular water channel).

The stream is located in between the two driving
lanes, which means the stream is not easily and
safely accessible.
The bridges offer the only good view of the stream.
The design of the water channel is very geometrical
and the sharp edges do not give the stream the
appearance of a natural stream.

Figure 5.11-5.13 Parts
of the Roode Beek in
Schinveld.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Example 4: Lutterbach in Bielefeld
(Germany)
Bielefeld is a city in the north-west of Germany,
part of the Hanseatic League and known (just like
Enschede) for the presence of spinning mills and
textile production, mainly linen.
Similarly to the streams in Aachen, the course of the
Lutterbach has already very early been redirected to
the centre of the city as the streams which did cross
the city carried insufficient water. The additional
water provided the opportunity for the settlement of
mills and spinning mills. The stream was closed over
in the early 20th century when the industrial waste
from the mills severely polluted the water. As of
2001 plans were made to open up part of the closed
stream for a length of about 2 km within the centre
of Bielefeld. (Association Pro Lutter e.V., 2016)

+
The stream has a natural appearance in an urban
park, and involves only relative small intervention
(with big impact).
It provides many opportunities for play and other
activities.
The small park is made more interesting
The stream in the park can easily be accessed.

The design shows only part of the actual stream as
the main stream and most of the water still flow
underground.
A lot of human activity will have an impact on how
the park and stream are experienced, it may not
always be very quiet and there may be traces of
human activity (like garbage and trampled grass).

Figure 5.14-5.15 Parts
of the Lutterbach in
Bielefeld.
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Example 5: Freiburger Bächle in Freiburg
(Germany)
Freiburg (im Breisgau) is a city in the southwest
corner of Germany, located between the western
edge of the Black Forest and the river plains of the
Rhine, close the boarders of France and Switzerland.
It is known both for its old university and medieval
cathedral.
The Freiburger Bächle are part of an old (medieval)
historic system to provide the centre of the city with
fresh flowing water. The German word Bächle means
‘small stream’. The Bächle resemble small gutters
through which water flows, tapped from a larger
river outside of the city centre. When the open
gutters became a hazard for traffic in the centre
they were closed over. When the centre became
pedestrian only there was a new opportunity to
open up the Bächle. (Untermann, 1995) (This
example was also examined by the municipality of
Apeldoorn as an inspiration for their plans in the
centre of Apeldoorn.)

+
It works in pedestrian areas and attracts different
activities.
It has historical significance and the Bächle act as a
landmark for the city.
The stream opens up closely paved streets and adds
atmosphere.
It involves a small intervention and is simple way
to add the presence of water even where space is
limited.

The gutters can be an obstacle for traffic and less
mobile pedestrians.
They are very small and less noticeable visible.
They may not always carry water (in different
seasons).
There is no direct link to presence of a stream valley.
Figure 5.16-5.18 Parts
of the Freiburger Bächle.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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5.3 Conclusions
The 5 drawings illustrate the main conclusions from the above reviewed examples.
The examples differ in the scale of the intervention in the public space (small
or large intervention) and differ in their appearance (natural or man-made
appearance). Some examples are almost works of art or include structures or water
features which makes the stream stand out even more , which makes the presence
of water even more noticeable.

Natural and realistic versus man-made appearance
Of course the examples are not exhaustive and even though the Grift and Roode
Beek appear more natural than the Roombeek, even the Grift and Roode Beek have
different degrees of natural appearances. Depending on the materials used and
shape of the stream the natural appearance can be increased and the man-made
appearance diminished, or the other way around. Use of plants and vegetation and
curving lines increase a natural appearance while hard materials, sharp edges and
straight lines increase a man-made appearance.

Small versus large intervention
A small intervention can be made in the street profile by making a stream visible
by creating a small gutter through which the water can run. This small intervention
can have a big positive impact on the experience of water and atmosphere is the
street, but only requires little space. The parts of the Johannisbach that have been
made partly visible again in the centre of Aachen are very similar to the example of
the Freiburger Bächle. A big intervention however does not always mean that the
experience of water and the presence of a stream valley are made more obvious.
Because the Roode Beek in Schinveld runs between two road lanes it does not
directly increase the experience of the water, whereas the examples Lutterbach and
the Freiburger Bächle inspire a lot more direct contact with the water.

Landscape art
A stream can become almost a work of art when special attention is paid in the
design to the shapes, lines, materials and colours (including vegetation). Parts of the
Roombeek are a combination of a stream and landscape art (what looks like broken
glass in the stream is a reference to a local fire works accident) and the Grift where
it flows through the Amalia park (a parking lot made into a park) resembles a collage
of shapes, colours and materials brought together in a park with a large water
feature and sloping edges. The general direction of the main stream is still visible.
This way streams become works of art, but can also include points of activity, like
stairs which provide accessibility to the water or a water playground, or might
include other features which integrate water like a fountain or fish ladder which also
produces the sound of water.
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Natural appearance
Man-made appearance

Small intervention
Large intervention

Landscape art

Role of the outcomes in the further design
The examples are sources of inspiration for the further design and show the edges
of the spectrum of what is possible; to design a stream which looks more natural
or man-made, or to design a small or big intervention. The design of the stream
valley of the Gillesbach (see Chapter 6) requires many considerations, since space
in the already existing city is very limited. Different parts will require different
interventions and places with space to design a larger water feature can add to
the presence of water and visibility of the stream in the city. Smaller interventions
might be more suitable along narrow streets, sidewalks and parking spaces. Larger
interventions might be suited for broader streets, squares and parks (see figures
5.19 and 5.20). A small intervention does not necessarily have to have a man-made
appearance, like the Freiburger Bächle, but can also look more natural like parts of
the Grift and Lutterbach. A big intervention, where there is space to design a larger
feature, allows for many different kinds of structures which can look natural and/or
man-made. In the examples the landscape art, water playgrounds or water squares,
were large interventions in the public space, requiring a lot of space, but smaller
interventions still allow for some creative input in the design of the stream or how
water is used in the design.

Figure 5.19 Small interventions are suitable for
small spaces; like the narrow streets in Aachen.

Figure 5.20 Larger interventions fit in squares and
parks; like the Frankenberger Park (downstream
Gillesbach valley).

Small details, like the use of materials and vegetation, but also design of specific
shapes can help to create continuity along a stream. Some details of above
discussed examples show interesting inspirational details and materials which add
to the continuity of the stream throughout a larger area, like natural stone along the
Lutterbach and design of geometrical lines along the Roode Beek, which are clear
continuous elements in the designs.
Part of the first research question can be answered from these conclusions. On a small scale the above
mentioned details of stream designs can add to the visibility of a larger system. By using specific materials,
types of vegetation or design elements they can connect a design to its location. This way design elements
become part of the landscape identity. Inspiration can also be found in an already existing identity.
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Figure 5.21-5.25 Details: Stone edges, local stone, stairs to the water, stone lining
a curved stream bed and contrasting water edges.
Another inspirational example includes the continuous use of materials and style of several streams near
Oosterbeek (see figure 5.26-5.28). The shape of the fence with the name of the stream and use of brick and
black cast iron clearly connect the different streams together and give an indication that the streams belong
to the same catchment basin. This shows that visual continuity and a sense of unity are easily achieved using
specific materials.
Materials and shapes which are in contrast to the natural organic shape of a stream valley and stand out
can also attract attention to elements which create a sense of continuity or connection between different
landscape elements within a stream valley. The path crossing the stream valley near Renkum (see the
photograph on the right) stands out because of its shape and materials, however also connects both sides of
the stream valley together making it possible to stand in the middle of the valley.

Figure 5.26-5.28 Continuous use of materials along several stream near
Oosterbeek.
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Contrasting shapes and changing views in a stream
valley near Renkum (the Netherlands)
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CHAPTER 6
Design(ing) of a
continuous stream
and valley
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In the introduction (6.1) the design process is explained and the outcomes
of the analysis and research discussed in the previous chapters are
connected to the design process. After a critical evaluation and comparison
of the existing and new visual design guidelines (6.2) the final designs and
the outcomes of the design process are explained.
The concept (6.3) is followed by the program and spatial plan for the stream
valley of the Gillesbach on a neighbourhood scale. The program (6.4) shows
what interventions should be made along the stream valley and the spatial
plan (6.5) shows the implementation of these interventions. The detailed
designs (6.6) focus on three critical points where the elaboration of the
guidelines and interventions is shown on a site scale. In the conclusions
(6.7) the main design question is answered.
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6.1 Introduction
The diagram below shows the different phases in the design process and where
the outcomes of the visual research, the landscape analysis, the visual reference
study and the other studies were introduced into the design process. This researchthrough-design process takes place (almost) simultaneously to the other research
and studies. Between each phase there was a moment to reflect on the design and
gather more specific knowledge (like the Detailed space analysis and the Length
analysis of the valley) needed to design on a smaller scale. So while even this
diagram shows a linear process, the research and design were always intertwined,
new sketches and drawing resulting from the research and new questions
and uncertainties resulting from the sketching on the different design scales
(1:5000-1:1000-1:200-1:100-1:50).

Diagram Research-through-designing: the design process in 4 phases.
The goal of the design(ing), as mentioned in Chapter 1, is to improve the visibility
of the landscape system by designing a stream valley as a connected element.
Increasing the visibility is important for the continuous experience of valleys
throughout the city. This will be illustrated by the design of one stream valley,
connecting the open stream valleys of the Gillesbach south of the city and the valley
of the Wurm north of the city together making use of the spaces available within the
city.
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6.2 Design guidelines – existing and new
At the beginning of this report the existing plans which acted as a first orientation
towards research were introduced, the Masterplan 2030 for Aachen and the
Three Countries Park plan for the larger cross border region. As stated the guiding
principles developed for the Three Countries Park are abstract and should be
locally implemented. The 13 principles (see figure 6.1) for the Three Countries Park
focus on landscape characteristics of the region. The documentation of the visual
experiences in the stream valleys is a detailed study of one landscape structure
mentioned in the ESPON guiding principles, the 'wet valley floors' principle. The
new visual design guidelines, which are detailed and focused on local landscape and
implementation, are compared to the existing principles and reflecting on. After a
critical reflection conclusions are drawn about the existing guiding principles and
detailed small scale implementation.

Figure 6.1 The 13 guiding principles for the Three Country Park. Left to right:
wet valley floors, forest on steep slopes, emphasise high ridges, green village
fringes, restore strip lynchets, (re-)develop hedge structures, (re-)develop standard
orchards, restore springs and sources, landscape based restructuring of urban areas,
urban-open space accessibility for slow traffic, building fitting village structure and
silhouette, restricted building, improved access to heritage and nature sites for slow
traffic. Source: ESPON, 2013.

6.2.1 Four visual design guidelines (with corresponding
interventions) to increase visibility of the stream
The initial visual design guidelines resulted from the (overall) conclusions of the
content analysis, and are adjusted after the designing. Since the detailed designs
focus on smaller parts of the valley of the Gillesbach, to be able to use the
guidelines in detailed design they have to consist of small scale interventions.
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The visual design guidelines consist of detailed interventions to increase the
visibility of the stream. These interventions are focused on design elements and
concrete small scale interventions which can be applied in the actual design of the
landscape of the stream and valley. They refer to the landscape on a site-scale and
not a city- or region-scale. For the most part these guidelines are applicable to both
the urban areas and the countryside, as a valley does not stop at the edges of a city
but is part of a continuous system. In the case of Aachen the city expanded and
covered the stream valleys.
The four visual design guidelines are:
Increase visual continuity; by crossing barriers and obstacles, by removing
objects which diminish the visual continuity and by connecting and creating
relationships across barriers.
> Barriers and obstacles should be bridged where they weaken the visual
experience and continuity. This is most applicable to roads. At the edges of the
valleys where valley and city meet clear connections (entrances) between the
stream valley and the city should be created by bridging barriers which now prevent
the continuity. Connections should be created between both sides of the valley
on opposite sides of the obstacle. (Opening up of the valleys towards the city will
improve the cold air flows into the city from the open countryside, for example
where the valley of the Gillesbach is crossed by the railway dam.) The city centre of
Aachen itself can be regarded as an obstacle for the visual continuity.
> Remove any objects (fences, buildings or a parking lot) that weaken the
visual experience and continuity of the stream valley (replace fences with simple
wooden fences or hedges) or aesthetically fit any structures into the landscape of
the stream valley where objects can’t be removed.
> Make clear entrances into the stream valley where city edge and stream
valley meet and make connections to neighbouring (residential) areas.
Add a continuous element; in use of materials and conceptual red thread.
> Create continuity of the stream valley within the city, either by making
streams ‘visible’ again (literal or metaphorically, by using colour, materials, lights
and other techniques), by making smart use of the existing water elements and
connecting existing public (green) spaces with the existing stream valleys outside of
the city.
> Develop a continuity in the use of materials for the design of paths and
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use of street furniture (benches, street lamps, garbage bins, signs etc.) along the
course of the streams and valleys. For example materials, patterns or signs with
local or historical significance, which increase the experience of the place and add
to the individuality of the valley, the design of the site and the stream valley relating
to Aachen.
Enhance the experience of the stream and valley; at certain critical points,
by improving visual accessibility.
> Create more crossings across the stream, like bridges or points of
interaction, for example places where you can wade through the stream.
> Create points of interaction with the stream (where you can see it, access
it, touch the water, look at the stones in the water and experience as a whole).
Examples are bridges, letting the stream flow through an accessible orchard, water
playgrounds or squares. By using places of historical significance along stream these
point become more expressive.
Strengthen the characteristic shape of the stream and valley; by
restructuring the valley using (stream valley) landscape characteristics.
> Create a sequence of spaces in the landscape, where special/different
experience is central. Roads are often nodes, from where you move in and out in to
the stream valley, still as you move up or down the stream valley, from one space
into another, through which sequence and continuity are still important, no matter
how different the various experiences are in the separate landscape spaces.
> The stream valley characteristics are important for the continuity
throughout the valleys and the site specific experience within a specific valley. The
system of the stream valley should be emphasized, of which the stream, slopes
and edges of the valley are all part (sequence upstream, midstream, downstream).
This can include accentuating the source of the stream in the landscape and
reconnecting it with the stream valley (Gillesbach), accentuating the shape of the
stream and valley with vegetation and increasing the readability of the landscape by
paying attention to the symmetry of the stream valley. Where the urban expansion
of the city has for example cut into the valley, this symmetry is lost.
> Create regular views of the stream while maintaining the green character
of the valley (outside of the city). The green character of the valley should not take
away open views inside the valley. Open views are created by less bushes, seeing
the slopes and making the stream visible.
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6.2.2 Reflection on the existing ESPON principles and new visual
design guidelines
By comparing and reflecting on the guiding principles for the Three Countries Park
and the new visual design guidelines this allows for the defining of similarities
and differences, and creates the opportunity to critically reflect on the existing
guidelines for a similar landscape. Recommendations will follow in the conclusions
on how the existing principles can be expanded.

Similarities and differences between the ESPON guiding
principles and visual design guidelines
Both differences and similarities can be found in comparing the guiding principles
developed for the Three Countries Park with the new visual design guidelines,
including detailed interventions. Similarities and differences are defined as a first
step to critically reflect on both sets of guidelines, after which the new design
guidelines as part of the design process can if necessary be adjusted.
The main differences between both sets of guidelines are the differences in scale,
level of detail and point of view of the principles.
The guiding principles are visualised by placing the intervention, placing trees or
removing of buildings, in context to the relevant location in the landscape, either
along a slope, on a plateau or in a valley. The birds-eye point of view creates the
easily recognisable shape of that landscape element, but does not show how this
principle is experienced on eye level. Since the design guidelines from the research
focus on visual experience the guidelines also show the interventions on an eye
level, as it would be seen by someone walking along the stream valley. From a
point of view which is further away from the actual intervention the level of detail
becomes less. The small scale of the visual design guidelines creates an instant
greater level of detail, as materialisation, paving, types of vegetation like grass and
single trees become visible. The placing of a person in the drawn intervention adds
human scale to the image.

Scale
Level of detail
Point of view

Another difference includes the focus of the ESPON guiding principles, since they
don’t focus on urban surroundings.
The guiding principles do mention connections between urban areas and the
surrounding landscape and state that urban areas should be restructured based on
the landscape. Still, the focus is on villages where the interaction between urban
areas and open landscape is much more direct, and on the edges of urban areas in
which connections between the village or city and the open landscape or heritageand nature sites have to be created to increase accessibility. The combination of an
urban context with a stream valley is not discussed as such.

No direct focus on
urban surroundings
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Similarities can identified between both sets of guidelines. On a first view the
principles seem very different and focus on very different design scales. However,
the ESPON guiding principles also include (relatively) small scale interventions like
redeveloping and restoring of orchards, strip lynchets and hedge structures along
the slopes. Both orchards and hedges structures can be found in the valleys of the
Gillesbach, Johannisbach and Wurm, as the research showed. And partly these
structures were in need of redeveloping. Still, these interventions focus on the
whole landscape of the Three Countries Park and are not adjusted to developing
these structures within a single landscape element, like a stream valley. Since the
landscape characteristics which include orchards, strip lynchets and hedges (along
slopes) are important for the experience of the landscape they are also relevant for
visual design of the stream valley.

Small scale
interventions

Creating connections to improve the accessibility of the open landscape is similarly Create connections
addressed in both sets of guidelines. The stream valleys are good places for creating
connections for slow traffic into the countryside and so are almost even a design
tool and not only a landscape element. The stream valleys around Aachen are
already intensively used by people to move between the city and the surrounding
landscape. However, by analysing the stream valleys and thus the connections these
valleys offer, it became clear on a smaller scale that connection are sometimes
dubious, pass by or cross busy roads or are not well connected to the city (as is the
case for the valley of the Gillesbach).
Removing obstacles from the valley is another similarity between both sets of
principles. Though the guiding principles mention removing buildings from a valley
floor because of landscape based restructuring of that area, while in the visual
design guidelines buildings and other objects are removed because they impair
the visual experience of the stream and valley and the continuity throughout the
valleys. For the visual experience in the valley an obstacle can also be aesthetically
fitted in and doesn’t necessarily have to be removed.

Removing obstacles

Detailed design and the ESPON guiding principles
The guiding principles developed for the Three Countries Park are not directly
suitable for detailed design as they focus on general interventions which can be
designed on a larger scale. For landscape further away from the city designing with
the existing guiding principles is easier, since the different landscape elements
become easier noticeable and the patterns less complex. Closer to the edge of the
city “natural” open landscape and human intervention in the landscape become
more and more entwined. The original landscape features which the ESPON guiding
principles aim to (re-)develop become split up into smaller pieces and separated
from their context in the landscape. The edge of the city and the open landscape
consists (in the case or Aachen) of areas which are not completely urban and also
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not completely open countryside, which makes it difficult to recognise the original
landscape features.
To be able to implement all the guiding principles at one site you need to take into
account a large part of the landscape of the Three Countries Park, including valleys,
slopes, plateaus, villages and larger settlements and specific natural or historical
sites. The guiding principles were made to be applicable to certain landscape
elements and especially relevant for specific landscape regions within the larger
region of the Three Countries Park. So there is also a difference between both sets
of guidelines in terms of how the composed guidelines should be applied in relation
to each other. Depending on a specific part of the landscape you can choose
to focus on just a few of the 13 principles. For the visual design of the stream
valleys around Aachen the aim should be to implement all the design guidelines
to enhance visual experience and continuity throughout the stream valleys.
The guidelines are all dependent on each other and relate to each other. By not
implementing all 4 guidelines in a design the result is a diminished positive visual
experience and diminished sense of continuity.
For a detailed design more detailed design guidelines are required (if you are
designing with guidelines in the first place). The guiding principles for the Three
Countries Park do indeed need to be more location and site specific to be able to
design with them and implement them on a small scale.

Critical reflection of ESPON principles
The guiding principles for the Three Countries Park are linked to the existing
landscape structure and application of the principle ‘wet valley floors’ so is guided
by the existing streams. However preserving, maintaining and enhancing core
qualities of the landscape of the Three Countries Park (like streams and valleys)
doesn’t give you enough small scale direction for the design of specific stream
valleys. Where streams are no longer existing, for example where they are covered,
drained or put into pipes, the guiding principle ‘wet valley floors’ doesn’t give a
clear directive on how the (covered) stream and valley should be redesigned to a
valley where the presence of water is much more prominent.
The edges of the larger cities in the Three Countries Park are very dynamic and
are not completely urban and not completely rural, which is especially the case
for Aachen. The unclear boundary between what is urban and what is countryside
creates a difficulty in deciding whether a guiding principle is actually applicable on
a smaller scale. What largely remains of the countryside directly south of the centre
of Aachen is limited to the stream valleys, as the ridges between the stream valleys
have been urbanised. The resulting green fingers are neither urban neither clear
open countryside. Stream valleys don’t stop at the edges of a city, they continue
even if they are no longer directly as such visible because of urban expansion.
Developing wet valleys within urban surroundings is a lot harder than doing the
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same in open countryside.
As the visual research and other studies which were part of the research showed,
even the stream valleys in a single valley system around Aachen are different in
appearance and were formed according to different specific geographical situations.
Creating wet valley floors may not be the best general solution for all the valleys
in the Three Countries Park. Small stream valleys, like the valleys of the analysed
Johannisbach and Gillesbach are not suitable for creating extensive wetlands, since
large parts of the downstream areas of the streams are located beneath the city.
Wetlands often are also in conflict with other functions of the stream valley and
at least partly conflict, as the visual content analysis showed, with the experience
and visibility of the stream. (In the case of the Johannisbach the wetlands used
as retention basins contain a lot of vegetation, which closes off the stream valley,
removes the stream from view and the fences to keep people out also don't
improve the experience of the valley.)
Developing the floors of the valleys into wetlands can also conflict with the historical
significance of the streams. The Wurm northeast of the city centre resembles more
a canal and less a natural stream. Increasing the natural appearance by removing
it from its canalised stream bed and developing wetlands along the stream can
improve the visual continuity and experience of the Wurm here. It is not directly
required for an enhanced experience of the stream however. The appearance of the
Wurm, with a rectangular steam bed and walls made of brick, does fit in the local
area which was (and still is) very industrial, with mills, different factories and brick
yards. Cultural differences do make a difference in the application of the guiding
Cultural differences
principles on a smaller scale.

6.2.3 Conclusions
By reflecting on the existing guiding principles for the Three Countries Park and
comparing those to new design guidelines for the continuous experience of
semi urbanised stream valleys a first attempt is made to answer the main design
question. By critically reflecting on the implementation of the existing guiding
principles the suitability of designing with these principles in the stream valleys
around Aachen is also considered.
These conclusions offer a first step to answering the main design question: What
design principles focused on the visual experience of a stream valley help towards
the design of a continuous stream valley structure?
The guidelines developed after a detailed study of the visual experiences in the
stream valleys showed similarities to the principles developed for the larger region
of the Three Countries Park. This was a less expected outcome of the comparison,
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as it was expected that the main differences would be the difference in the level of
detail and small scale implementation. Since the new visual design guidelines are
partially landscape based they will contain similarities to the existing principles.
A local implementation of the guiding principle ‘wet valley floors’, after an analysis
of local spatial demands and site specifics, leaves questions unanswered about
exactly what re-wetting of the valley floor entails (Is it just wetlands?) and a lot of
decisions about the actual design, shape and size undecided. For this last step a
more detailed analysis of the stream valleys is needed, which includes the human
experience of the streams and valleys as scale, site specific design, shape and size
are defining factors in the experience of the landscape.

Local spatial
demands

The existing guiding principles for the Three Countries Park can be used to guide
first thoughts about what direction landscape change focussing on the core qualities
of the landscape should take. Sub guidelines, like the visual design guidelines
for stream valleys, can guide small scale implementation and design of specific
landscape elements, like streams and valleys. The visual design guidelines are at first
specifically formulated for stream valleys around Aachen, but can be used in similar
situations of semi urbanized valleys.
Sub-guidelines
Depending on the type of landscape or landscape element, which is the focus in
(Focused on visual
design (valley, steep or gentle slope, or plateau) sub guidelines can be added, which experience of the valley)
are for example related to the landscape element or the type of stream valley, or
which are related to the human experience of that landscape element. Specific
studies can be conducted with the general guiding principle as a basis. The study
subject can be hedges where hedge structures are (re-)developed, valley floors,
green village fringes, forests, orchards or springs. Site and landscape element
specific studies can extend the existing guiding principles for the Three Countries
Park.
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6.3 Design concept “Continuity”
The design concept for the continuous valleys and streams
The concept guides the design phase on a large scale. The concept is relevant for all the stream
valleys and streams around the centre of Aachen, this is shown below in the concept on a city scale.
The concept shows the valleys of the Johannisbach and Gillesbach connected, from their springs
at the edges of the forest marked by the historical farm estates, through the centre of Aachen to
the lower part of the valley of the Wurm northeast of the city. The aim should be to extend the
streams visibly through the city to maximise the visual continuity and the experience of the streams.
Depending on the amount of space in
the city along streets, at corners or in
small squares and parks (see figures
6.2 to 6.5) the valleys and streams
can be made visual in different ways,
literally by opening up the stream where
there is enough space or by making it
visible metaphorically by using different
materials or techniques, lights or colour.

Legend
Continuous stream outside/inside city
Continuous valleys
Continuity valleys through the city centre
Historical estates and other landmarks
Forest edge and other patches of vegetation
City centre of Aachen
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The design concept for the stream valley
Secondly the concept of the streams and valleys
is important on a smaller scale for the valley of the
Gillesbach, which is the focus of the further design.
Along the course of the Gillesbach and Wurm the
interventions, already described in the visual design
guidelines, are recognisable. Connections from the valley
to the adjoining neighbourhoods and further on towards
the valleys of the Wurm and Beverbach have to increase
the recognisability of the greater hierarchical system of
valleys and streams which have over time disappeared
beneath the expanding city. The circles indicate critical
points where interventions should be made to increase
visibility of the valley and stream and strengthen the
overall continuity and experience of the stream valley.

Figures 6.2 -6.5 The small squares and parks in the
city should be reconnected to the course of the valley
and to the continuous path.
Legend
Continuous stream outside/inside city
Continuous valleys
Continuity valleys through the city centre
Connections to adjoining neighbourhoods
Connecting the valleys across ridges
Interventions (critical points)
Historical estates and other landmarks
Forest edge and other patches of vegetation
City centre of Aachen
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6.4 Conceptual program for a valley
The program for the stream valley is the strategy
showing interventions, changes and steps which
should be taken to increase the visibility and
continuity of the stream valley, strengthen the shape
of the valley and its landscape characteristics and
lastly to develop the stream valley as a part of a
larger system keeping urban development in the
future in mind.
The legend explains the designed interventions,
which link back to the guidelines.

This upper part of the stream valley, located within
the urban-rural gradient shows three critical points
which are elaborated in more detail. At these points
special attention to paid to the experiences focused
on specific senses. At all three points the goal is
to increase visibility and the (visual) accessibility
(possibility to touch the water) of the stream and
valley.
This plan is a zoomed in detail of the true sized plan
1:5000.

N

Plan Conceptual program for the Gillesbach,
original 1:5000 
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6.5 Spatial plan for a valley
The final design of the stream valley of the
Gillesbach shows the program visualised into
a spatial design. Several simple landscape
characteristic elements, like sloping meadows, forest
and densely vegetated areas, hedges and shrubs and
the stream, are merged into a design for a visually
strengthened stream valley.
The different valley types are explained as they
affect the visibility of the stream, the presence of
water in the valley and the appearance of the valley.
Upstream the stream still flows superficial and has

not had a chance to erode deeper into the soil.
Further downstream the characteristic shape of the
valley with (steep) slopes becomes an important
defining factor for the experience (pay attention the
elevation lines).
The zoomed-in detail below shows part of the
stream valley (lower valley plain) which has
'disappeared' beneath urban expansion. Within
the city the course of the stream and valley can be
enhanced visibly by connecting small squares and
parks to the route. Where reminders are left this
connection also strengthens the link of the building,
place or object to the larger landscape, to the city
Former paper mill (which
brick chimney)

N
Plan Zoomed-in detail of the spatial plan showing the continuous path and the
Frankenberger Park connecting to other parks and squares, original 1:5000
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and the stream itself where it refers back to for
example to the history of the stream. The paper mill
and factory shown in the zoomed-in plan is such an
example.
Since the valley is not single element but a link in a
chain of valleys part of a larger system, the plan also
shows the smaller parks within the residential areas
which can be used a stepping stones to connect
the Gillesbach valley to the adjoining valleys of the
Wurm (to the left of the Gillesbach valley) and the
valley of the Beverbach (to the right).

Old maps served as inspiration of where to restore
some of the disappeared characteristic landscape
elements, especially for the hedges along the slopes.

This plan is a zoomed in detail of the true sized
plan 1:5000.

N
Plan Spatial plan for the Gillesbach, original
1:5000 
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Upstream

4 types of valleys and slopes
The visibility of the stream and the experience in
the valley are influenced by the shape of the valley.
Upstream the stream can easily be seen and
accessed as the stream is still very shallow. From
the slopes of the Aachener Forest water flows
from a larger area into a spring and brook. Further
downstream the stream has eroded further into
the valley. Here the path is located far above the
stream and the only places where you can see it
are from the bridges crossing the stream (see the
section of the second detail). Towards the city
the valley slopes become steeper but the stream
becomes more easily visible again. The steep
slopes are mostly open meadows.

1) Upstream forested spring and
shallow stream

2) Upstream enclosed narrow
valley

The vegetation changes accordingly from forest
with mostly oak and beech upstream to very
diverse vegetation following the course of the
stream and valley.
3a) Midstream broad open valley
with deep stream valley

3b) Midstream broad open valley
with hedges

4) Downstream v-shaped valley

Downstream
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Hard and soft valley edges
The edges of the valley define the open space within
the valley and depending on the type of edge define
the size of the visual space. Continuing edges have
a positive effect on the orientation of people and
can create clearly identifiable spaces (Lynch, 1960).
The valley of the Gillesbach has become very hard
and sharply defined because of the residential areas
expanding to the very borders of the valley. Currently
streets and the backyards of houses border on the
valley. An advantage is that the valley becomes very
enclosed space this way, a green corridor perfect
for getting away from the city. Precise edges tend
to be visually dominant (Laurie, 2002). However the
hard edges also become a limiting factor, making it
difficult to extend the valleys and integrate the open
green valleys with the adjoining neighbourhoods.
The contrast between the green valley and the
residential areas create a clear sense of being inside

or outside of the valley.
Hedges lining the valley create very hard edges
and they define a very clear space. Though the
hedges also act as a buffer between the valley and
the backyards. Whether the backyard is paved or
natural, clean or messy, the hedges make sure that
the visual experience is influenced less by what
people decide to do with their backyard. Rows
of trees provide a softer edge and offer greater
transparency and visual interaction between the
valley and the adjoining areas.

Plan Zoomed-in details of the spatial plan show hard en soft edges which create
different transitions and create different visual experience. Original 1:5000.
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Detail design 3
A new connection between the city and the valley

6.6 Detailed designs
The detailed designs of three specific locations show the final designs, after several
sessions of sketching, drawing and brainstorming. The visual design guidelines and
the corresponding interventions are elaborated into new designs for three critical
points along the stream valley. These critical points are the gap in the visibility of
the stream upstream (design 1), the crossing of the ring road around the city and
the valley (design 2) and the blockage of the railway dam where the valley should
connect to the city (design 3). The designs follow the course of the stream from
upstream to downstream.
The detailed designs focus on enhancing the experience of several specific senses.
As introduced in chapter 2 the senses together form the perceptual system.

Detail design 2
Bridging the Adenauerallee

Detail design 1
Reconnecting the stream and valley upstream
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6.6.1 Detail 1 Reconnecting the stream and valley upstream
Upstream the open source of the Gillesbach and the stream valley are visually
connected again by creating a new forest stream, extending the path to follow
this new stream and by letting it flow through the meadows again. This way the
artificially drained meadows become again noticeably part of the source of the
stream. The historic farm estate Waldhausen also becomes part of the Gillesbach
valley again this way. The shape of the stream is based on other upstream parts of
streams south of Aachen in the Aachener Forest, which have remained more or less
unchanged by the expanding city and human intervention.

Visualisation The new stream in the forest, with the new path and rocks guiding the
stream
Detail Reconnecting stream and valley upstream, original 1:1000 
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A

A'

Section Depending on the runoff the ditches will turn into little forest streams,
although the main stream will carry most water. Original 1:200

Valley type 1 Upstream
forested spring and
shallow stream

Detail Reconnecting spring and valley 1:100
The detail of the new connection through the meadows of the historical farm
estate shows how the forest stream, path and rock elements together create a
recognisable image to improve the visibility of the stream and valley and enhance
the continuity throughout the valley.
Materials that stand out, like the stone for the path and rocks are used
throughout the valley to show that this is a single stream valley. All material
objects have their own form, texture and colour and in the relation these
elements have to each other the designer has the chance to create an experience
(Rutledge, 1971).
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Plan The entrance to the forest is strengthened by
the new forest stream, path and rock elements.
Original 1:100
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6.6.2 Detail 2 Bridging the Adenauerallee
The removal of an abandoned building at the crossing of the Adenauerallee and
the stream valley allows for a new visual connection and strengthening of the visual
relation between both sides of the valley on opposite sides of the road. The stream
is opened again in the middle to strengthen the connection even more. The path
continues along the stream and an extra bridge crossing the deep stream valley is
added where the stream is opened again.
The platform reaching towards the deep part of the valley, where the stream has
currently disappeared from view, creates a new visual connection, enhances visual
accessibility of the valley and is a point of (visual) interaction with the stream and
valley.

Visualisation The path and rocks give a clear indication where the stream valley
continues.
Detail Bridging the Adenauerallee, original 1:1000 
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The section (on the left page) shows the deep
stream valley where the stream has eroded far into
the valley. The dense vegetation guiding the stream
makes it impossible to see or hear the stream
directly from the path. The intervention here, to
increase the visual accessibility of the stream and
enhance the experience of the stream valley, is
a viewing platform reaching into the deep valley.
From the platform you can see the special geological
layers of the valley. Taking a few simple steps down
makes it possible to get away from the path and be
completely enclosed and surrounded by the trees
shrubs and experience the deep stream valley.

Valley type 3 Midstream
broad open valley with
deep stream valley

 Section In the deep valley the stream is visible again from the platform. Original
1:200
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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6.6.3 Detail 3 A new connection between the city and the valley
The railway dam blocking the valley of the Gillesbach has been opened up to make
it possible for slow traffic (pedestrians, bicyclists, etc.) to move between the city
centre and the valley. This new entrance is connected to two existing parks, the
Bürgerpark and the Frankenberger Park. The city and the valley are connected
again.
The path still follows the now open stream and as the Gillesbach flows towards
the Wurm it bends around the hill on which the Burg Frankenberg (castle) stands
(see the section). Only old maps and paintings are left to illustrate the existence of
a large moat around the castle, hut now water has returned to the castle and the
Frankenberger Park.

Visualisation The curving stream, presence of water and sloping stream edges are a
subtle hint to the moat no longer visible in the newly enlarged park surrounding the
castle.
Detail Connecting the valley and city, original 1:1000 
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"Water by its uniqueness, at least in cities,
tends to act as a focal point" (Laurie, 2002,
169).

Legend of the detailed designs:

To maintain the free play recreational activities of
the park as it is now its larger open spaces are left
open (Rutledge, 1985). The curved shape of the
stream is a reminder to the former existence of
a stream. So shape, material (natural edges) and
colour (natural local stone for the steps) together
strengthen the visibility of the stream valley linked to
the local landscape, and create greater awareness of
the history of the area and the location of the park in
relation to the city centre of Aachen.
Accessibility to the stream is important to create
these connections. The possibility to touch the rocks,
feel the water and hear it flowing by are all factors
contributing to a lasting positive experience, greater
understanding and awareness, and turns the water
feature from an anonymous water work into an
feature contributing to the park (Rutledge, 1985).

 Section The new stream reconnects the castle with its past. Steps towards the
stream increase accessibility and can also be used to sit on. Original 1:200
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Explanation visualisation Rock element from local Aachener Bluestone (1:30)
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Design Continuous element “Rock”
Where the reference to the stream is not direct enough or the
disruption in the continuity it to great, a direct reference to the
stream is created by adding a continuous element. This acts as both
a reference to the stream itself, the geographical location and to
Aachen. Since the type of rock resurfaces as building materials for
well-known buildings like the city hall and was already used by the
Romans to create the canalised streams.
The stream Gillesbach has been known in German as 'Felsenbach',
which translates into 'Rock stream' and refers to the rocky stream bed
and the rocks and stones which could be found in the stream. The
stream was renamed 'Gillesbach' after a noble family from the city
district Burtscheid. (Ökologie-Zentrum Aachen,1994)

Visualisation At night the rocks with lights are an extra indicator for the
presence of the stream.
Experiencing Aachen’s hidden streams
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Design Continuous element Path 1:50
Strengthening the continuity throughout the valleys
is achieved by the design of a path using local
materials (like the Rock element) to connect the path
to the region and the city.
The renewing of the path is a simple way (compared
to the larger interventions in the design) to create a
direct visible link to the stream and valley. Without a
large intervention within the city the path acts as a
reminder of the (hidden) presence of a stream.
The asphalt ensures that the path remains a
multifunctional easy maintained path. Since valleys
are also natural drainage areas (Rutledge, 1971)
the materials that are used should be carefully
considered. The activities people undertake are also
important to consider in the choice of a pathway
material. Observations from site visits showed that
people use the valleys to move easily between the
city and the surrounding landscape; they hike, walk
their dogs, skate, take a stroll, go running, walk their
horse and use the path for bicycling.
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Construction visualisation Path design with patterns
pressed into the asphalt. Measurement in meters.
Original 1:50.

Construction alternative Addition of a linear light
element, so the path becomes visible even more
(1:40)

Construction alternatives Addition of other
materials, like rocks or coloured elements, into the
asphalt (1:40)

Construction alternatives Addition of a pattern
painted onto the asphalt or coloured pattern laid into
the asphalt (1:40)

6.7 Conclusions
At the beginning of this chapter part of the main design question was answered.
While the visual design guidelines for the visual experiences of semi-urbanized
stream valleys have been introduced before the design, they are a product of the
design process. After the research initial guidelines were formulated, which were
applied in the design, and finalised at the end of the design process. The diagram at
the beginning of this chapter explained this.
The 10 interventions, as part of the 4 visual design guidelines, focus on stream
valleys with a natural appearance while also within the direct surroundings of urban
areas. Stream valleys further from urban areas in the far countryside where the
interruptions and influences of humans have a lesser impact on the landscape,
appearance of the stream valley and the experience of the stream and valley,
might require other guidelines for design on a small scale focused on the visual
experience.
The focus on creating connections to the city, removing disrupting elements like
fences and buildings and bridging roads and other major obstacles will be less
necessary further away from urban areas. Enhancing the visibility of the stream and
valley can be achieved in other ways in the city. Bold choices can be made in urban
areas, using materials that stand out, using light effects, using symbolic connections
to make a stream and valley visible again. Because there are a lot of different
sounds, smells, colours and objects in urban areas, this requires a bold counter
move to make something small as a stream visible again. The simple sound of water
is lost easily in the tumultuousness of a city.
While the interventions focus on visual experience and continuity, the sound and
touch of water are also important to create a lasting experience. Increasing the
visual continuity also consists of increasing the experience of the other senses, like
making the water edge accessible and creating the possibility to hear the stream.
The sound of water can be naturally generated. Water flowing over rocks, stones
and branches creates the sound of water and makes the movement of water visible.
In a smooth riverbed the water can become almost transparent and will seem to
flow almost soundlessly. The water flowing over height differences can also create
the sound of water. Designs taking into account these small subtle details can
strengthen the awareness of the link of a single element like a stream to a larger
system.
This design chapter shows the elaboration of the interventions for one stream valley
near Aachen, the Gillesbach. However by zooming out similar critical points in need
of an intervention become obvious, where the visual design guidelines can enhance
the visibility of the stream and valley and help create greater continuity of the
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stream valleys as part of a larger hierarchical system. The 10 interventions can be
implemented at many other places along the stream valleys in and around Aachen.
A first indication of what other points can be improved became obvious from the
landscape analysis for several streams. On a smaller scale it became obvious from
the visual research that other critical points can also be found for the Johannisbach
and part of the Wurm north of the city. The upstream valley of the Wurm, which
flows through Burtscheid, should also be considered. These stream valleys are
crossed by major roads, are affected by the tensions of urban growth and human
interference in the landscape.

Increase visual continuity; by crossing barriers and obstacles, by removing
objects which diminish the visual continuity and by connecting and creating
relationships across barriers.
Add a continuous element; in use of materials and conceptual red thread.
Enhance the experience of the stream and valley; at certain critical points,
by improving visual accessibility.
Strengthen the characteristic shape of the stream and valley; by
restructuring the valley using (stream valley) landscape characteristics.
Drawings illustrating the 10 interventions (left to right, down); Crossing obstacles,
removing disrupting elements, creating entrances and connections, making the
stream visible in the city, continuity in materials and design, adding crossings,
increasing (visual) accessibility and points of (visual) interaction, sequence of spaces,
continuity of landscape characteristics and views and green character.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and
discussion
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This final chapter will first describe the conclusions (7.1) by bringing
together the findings and outcomes of the previous chapters.
The types of methods used in the research and the design process offer a
lot of discussion points. The discussion (7.2) focusses on two subjects: the
method used in the research involving photographs, and the outcomes of
the design are placed in the broader perspective.
Finally, the reflection (7.3) refers back to the design evaluation criteria
(mentioned in Chapter 1) and discusses very short the generalizability and
validity and of the research and design.
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7.1 Conclusions
The conclusions of the landscape analysis and visual reference study provided
partial answers to the first research question. The conclusions of the visual
research at the end of Chapter 4 answered part of the second research question.
In the conclusions of the previous chapter the main design question was already
answered, so it will only be addressed here very short.
What physical elements in the landscape constitute the landscape
First research
question
identity of Aachen?
The inventory of the landscape of the Three Countries Park and the analysis of the
landscape concluded that the landscape identity of the region is strongly based on
a set of general landscape characteristics. These are steep and gentle slopes with
forest or arable land, different types of valleys (dry or wet valleys, narrow or broad),
plateau areas and ridges. Different landscape elements like hedges, orchards,
springs and streams, wetlands in the valleys, strip lynchets and historical buildings
in the valleys (like castles) are mentioned often in the literature. However these are
general regional landscape characteristics. As stated in Chapter 1, the identity of
the landscape also consists of what people perceive of their surrounding landscape.
Regionally formulated physical landscape elements provide a very good base for
describing the identity of a landscape. It is also necessary however to analyse on a
smaller scale what constitutes the identity of a area within that region to be able to
say what this identity is.
The streams and valleys surrounding Aachen were studied in more detail and so it
is easier to say what physical elements in the landscape surrounding Aachen play
an important role in defining the landscape identity. For the study case of Aachen it
became clear that the landscape, specifically the thermal springs and the streams,
are important physical elements that define what people recognize and what
defines the identity of the city. While many of the thermal springs have disappeared
or have been closed over, much like the streams, they have been part of the reason
why Aachen became a city. The Elisenbrunnen (see figure 7.2) is one of the only
open thermal springs left and illustrates part of the identity of the city. Many of
the smaller elements that should make the stream valleys visible, like the physical
elements in the landscape important for the landscape identity, have become
disconnected from each other. Examples are the few buildings of former paper or
textile mills, their brick chimneys, places like the fish market or castle Frankenberg.
For these places the streams were very important. Now the streams are not visible
any more and these structures have lost part of their local context.

Figures 7.1-7.3 Regional physical elements and local physical elements are both
part of the perceived identity of the landscape.
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Zooming in even further, the conclusions of the visual reference study showed
that when attention is paid in the design to the use of local materials or objects,
shapes or colours taken from their local context, the design they can help towards
enhanced continuity and the recognizability of a single element as part of a larger
system.
Both large physical elements as well as small elements are part of the landscape
identity. Naming all the physical elements which are part of the identity of a
landscape however will not give you a complete picture of this identity. Regionally
defined landscape characteristics, which are part of the landscape identity, are
visually still very context dependent.
What are the visual experiences on an eye level perspective in the
stream valleys in and around Aachen?
The detailed study in the visual content analysis of three stretches of valleys around
Aachen resulted in three very individual portraits of these valleys. The focus points
of the analysis and the 3-layered content analysis made it possible to study the
visual experiences systematically for all three valleys.

Second research
question

The experience of a place is influenced by many things (like the weather conditions
and personal background) and even the visual experience can change easily
because of outside influences, objects that might be visible (or not visible), by
small changes in viewing direction etc. The stream valleys around Aachen mostly
provide a positive visual experience. The green appearance of the valleys, presence
of elements that stand out like the historic farm estates and the existing paths help
create this positive experience. Still, since a single visual experience is almost never
processed in the mind as a single perceived image, the elements that disrupt the
continuity of the experience and conjure a negative mental impression are also
important to consider. These elements include roads (crossing through the valleys),
fences and traces of human interference (like garbage, graffiti, vandalism and cars
being visible). Being close to a city these traces will always interfere in some part
with the complete experience.
Discontinuity in the landscape system is obvious where the city centre now
functions as a big obstacle in the way the streams are experienced. The streams and
valleys have ‘disappeared’ and are no longer recognisable and can’t be experienced
or accessed.
Landscape elements like the dense vegetation along the streams, the stream
(where it is visible), sloping meadows with hedges and more forested areas
upstream are elements which are important for the visual experiences and are also
very important to maintain as they are part of the identity of the landscape and
strengthen the link to the larger landscape system. In semi urbanized areas these
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characteristics landscape elements are however easily overshadowed by other
dominant physical elements, which changes the experience and visibility of the
landscape identity.
By studying the extent to which the streams can be experienced visually, the
visibility of the landscape identity and system are researched (see the research
objective in Chapter 1.3.2). The larger context of the system can’t be ignored as the
single stream and valley are elements in a larger chain of connected streams and
valleys. The visibility of the larger system is important for the regional landscape
identity.
This paragraph ends by returning to the main design question. Since it was already
answered in the previous chapter, the importance of the outcomes of the research
and design for Aachen will be explained. What design principles focused on
the visual experience of a stream valley help towards the design of a
continuous stream valley structure?
Four (general) visual design guidelines were the result of the research and design in
this thesis. By increasing the visual continuity, by adding a continuous element,
by enhancing the experience of the stream and valley and by strengthening the
characteristic shape of the stream and valley, the design of a stream valley will
result in a continuous valley structure. The visual design guidelines foremost aim
at enhancing the visibility and continuity of streams and valleys in the urban-rural
edge. In this edge the interactions between the city and the countryside have
become complicated and continuity and visibility are more easily affected or lost
completely. The guidelines focus on the visibility and not on returning a stream
and valley to its natural state, since enhanced visibility and continuity can also be
achieved without it.
Whether Aachen will expand as a city in the future or will shrink, (the
redevelopment of) the streams and valleys can play an important role in guiding
urban renewal in the future. The valleys are space defining elements in the
landscape and can guide were a city should expand or where space should be
reopened. The design for the Gillesbach aims to show that a continuous stream
valley and connected through the city can reconnect now septate parts of the
landscape which have lost their context and have lost the link to the landscape
system.
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7.2 Discussion
In the course of the research and design process many questions arise and you are
faced with many uncertainties. These are issues about how the research should
be conducted, how the large amount of data should be analysed, interpreted and
turned into useful conclusions with which you can design or how your final designs
are best visualised. So each single process or component within the overall research
and design process may raise questions.
Somewhere during the processing of the visual data and tracing and retracing the
important elements in the photographs, questions arose about the completeness
of the visual experiences visualised in the photographs. Mainly whether there were
enough photographs and whether my method and procedures for documenting the
visual experiences would produce the most reliable and complete data set.
This discussion addresses two items. First, the methods (photo-documentation
and visual content analysis) which were used to document and analyse the visual
experiences in the stream valleys in and around Aachen in regard to how well they
represent the actual experience. Second, the outcomes of the design(ing) are
placed in a broader perspective.

7.2.1 A photograph as a representation of the visual experience
The limitations of the visual range of a photograph and the difference between
what the eye can see and what a simple photograph can show have been
mentioned in the theoretical framework (Chapter 2). All the senses together create
the perceptual system, but over time humans (without impairments on other
senses) have come to rely most on their visual sense (Felleman, 1986).
Documenting what we see, what our visual sense documents, what we visually
experience is however not that easy to translated into single image. A standard
camera only captures part of what we actually see when we move our eyes, our
head or even our body to take in our surroundings. Even a panorama photograph
or image where different photographs are put together will distort in some way
what is visible. “But perception is a more complex process than just seeing. Through
it, people select, organize, and interpret sensory stimulation into meaningful and
coherent images of the world” (Laurie, 2002, 186). The visual experience of a space
or landscape is also dependent on what may not be visible. Completing what we
can see with the knowledge or memory of what we can’t directly see creates a
more complete visual experience of not just the visible view but of the larger area
or landscape. This requires deeper knowledge of the landscape or the area and is
easier accomplished if a person is familiar with the landscape.
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The view shown in a photograph is also limited because of the edges. Direct
experience of the landscape in the field is continuous and all around, without
the sharp edges that a photo has. A photograph can to certain degree convey a
stationary view and the visual input from a specific point. Because photography
creates a strong link between the photograph it produces and the scene it
documents, it has been regarded as objective in the way it records what we see.
The actual visual experience as observed in the field however should not just be
substituted with a photograph as visual evidence (or if this is done the limitation of
a photograph as a substitute should be noted and responsibility for the photograph
should be taken). (Bremner & Roxburgh, 2015)
A photograph doesn’t document input from other senses and in this way only
provides a one sided experience of a space, because what you smell, hear, are
able to touch or might taste in the air is not conveyed. “Touch and visual spatial
experiences are so interwoven that the two cannot be separated” (Hall, 1990,
60). Active touch is important to keep a direct connection to the world around us.
Touch can create strong sensory memories because of the sensitivity of the skin,
like the cool hard scratchy textures of a rock. Texture is experienced almost entirely
by touch, however a similar texture in a photograph can be experienced without
actually touching the surface of an object when we already possess the memory of
a similar tactile experience. (Hall, 1990)
By combining methods, like photo-documentation and phenomenological
description, and realising the limits of documenting actual visual experience in a
photograph, you can generate genuine research outcomes which can be relied on. It
will bring you closer to documenting the visual experience at that moment.
An artist can provide its audience with the clues to help evoke an experience
similar to the experience evoked by the original stimuli. If the viewer and the artist
share a similar cultural background, someone looking at a painting can imagine
experiencing the shown scene more easily. (Hall, 1990) “Most painters know that
they are dealing with relative degrees of abstraction; whatever they do depends
on vision and must be translated into other senses. Paintings can never directly
reproduce the taste or smell of fruit, the touch and texture […]” (Hall, 1990,
80). This level of abstraction should also apply to documenting what is seen in a
photograph, by using a photograph to visualize abstract experience and not what
is regarded as the true experience out these in the world, according to Bremner
& Roxburgh (2015). The design also demands this kind of abstraction. By using
photographs from their original context of the site, like a forest floor or distinct
shape of a line of trees, a stronger link is made between the design and the site.
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7.2.2 Urban renewal and increasing the visibility of the landscape
identity
Unrestricted urban expansion of cities is something that won’t happen quickly as
many western-European countries exercise rules about what activities can take
place in the countryside outside of the direct influence of larger cities or urban
areas. In the urban-rural gradient the landscape is much more susceptible to change
and as cities expand and urban areas connect the pressure on these areas in the
landscape increases. Cities have their own urbanization patterns and urban renewal
is also a city specific process. Increasing the visibility of natural water systems and
creating awareness has to be reviewed for every city individually.
Pressure on the landscape from surrounding urban areas also means increased
pressure on the landscape identity. The landscape identity of an area consists of
the identity of the regional landscape and of the identity as it is perceived by the
people. So the visual perception of the landscape is important for that identity. As
cities expand and distances to the surrounding landscape increase the city loses
context and the perceptions of a cities inhabitants will change. People will either
change their perception of the landscape identity accordingly or feel that the
landscape identity is (partially) lost. When it is clear what elements in the landscape
are important for this identity then they can be preserved or redeveloped. Streams
and valleys are strong visual elements and create strong identifiable patterns in the
landscape (Bell, 1996). Urban renewal processes can be guided by these elements
and patterns, as part of the landscape identity, so that renewed urban areas
become part of the context of the landscape.
The guiding principles for the Three Countries Park state that urban renewal should
involve the restructuring of urban areas with the landscape as a basis and new
buildings should fit to the existing village structure and silhouette (ESPON, 2013).
Where the landscape provides a strong base it will be clear where urban expansion
is wanted and where it should be opposed. The urban expansion of Aachen is an
example where urban growth followed the shape of the landscape. The valleys
and existing patterns in the landscape provided the inverse shape. Where the line
unclear between where urban expansion is wanted and where landscape is better
Figure 7.4 ESPON
left ‘untouched’, there is a greater danger of ‘random’ areas being appointed for
guiding principles:
urban growth. The landscape identity similarly can be a guiding tool here.
landscape based
restructuring of urban
Increasing the visibility of the landscape identity isn’t entirely dependant on a city areas, building fitting
expanding or shrinking, or on plans for urban renewal. Even making small changes, village structure and
silhouette. Source:
like the visual design guidelines describe, in existing (urban) landscapes can
ESPON, 2013 (LP3LP)
enhance the visibility.
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7.3 Reflection
Three design criteria were formulated to guide the
reflection of the design. During the design process
especially the first criteria acted as a limiting factor,
as it kept me from thinking across the edges of the
valley. By letting go of these criteria it became easier
to determine what changes needed to happen along
the current edges of the valley. The research and
design focussed on an individual point of view and
didn’t include the views and experiences of other
people. If the research could have been expanded I
would have included interviews and sketch sessions
with locals and local business owners, to ensure
that the design became more realistic. Interviews
would have allowed me to compare the focus points
that I used in the research with those used by locals
(Silverman, 2013). The outcomes of the research still
generated genuine designs, because they were based
on the local landscape and the visual experiences
were documented and analysed in a systematic way.
My initial intention was not to change something
by designing a big intervention, but rather to
restore already present landscape elements and
characteristics. Large interventions which were
necessary to increase the visibility and continuity
include the digging of a tunnel beneath the railway
and the removal of a building and several houses.
These interventions made the design less realisable
and realistic. Most of the other interventions included
smaller changes in the existing stream valleys. These
relatively easy interventions are realisable and
realistic.
The existing guiding principles were not directly
applied in the design of the valley. They were used to
discuss, compare and reflect on the new guidelines in
comparison with the existing principles for the cross
border region. So while they were part of the design
process, I would show more clearly where they are
part of the design next time. The alternative versions
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Design evaluation criteria
> Realisable and realistic
> Based on the local
landscape
> Integrate the principles
of the Three Countries
Park
of the design were not included in this report. To
explain the design process and explain why the final
designs are what they are the sketches should have
been included.
Generalizability and validity
While the value of qualitative research lies in the
particularity of the research and in the context
specific themes (Creswell, 2014) the outcomes
of the research and design can be generalised to
some extent. The new guidelines can be applied in
the design of other semi-urbanized stream valleys
in other urban areas in the Three Countries Park.
They can supplement the already existing principles,
but they would have to be applied in other stream
valleys to see if they suitable for stream valleys
with different site specific conditions. The use of
guidelines and switching between the different
scales in the design process had to ensure the
generalizability of the design.
Validity is achieved by my position in the research,
the way the research was conducted and by
combining research methods and techniques. In
the visual research photo-documentation was
combined with making accurate descriptions for
example. These field notes were important as
they strengthened the link between the photo
and the research (Rose, 2012). Reflecting back,
the knowledge from the notes could have been
incorporated in the outcomes of the research and
the design more systematically, for example by
linking them to specific areas with strong sensory
input or by making diagrams of the intensity levels of
experienced sounds or smells.
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Appendix 1: Visual content analysis examples
This appendix contains 9 photographs of a total dataset of 106 photographs. The traced images below the
photograph are the first and second layers of the visual content analysis, as explained in Chapter 4.
3 examples of coded photographs taken along the Wurm

2

12

fence
grass
path
parking lot
buildings
bushes
trees

buildings
canal
brick wall
grass
path
trees
bushes

Elder
Alder

Holly
Maple
Hawthorn
Ash

fence
person

bushes
trees
person
water
grass
path
river

2ND LAYER CODES

2ND LAYER

1ST LAYER CODES

1ST LAYER

22

Note: trees in green are those
characteristically found in stream
valleys. Trees named more than once
appear more in one photograph.
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Appel/cherry tree
Willow
Ash
Willow
Ash
Alder

3 examples of coded photographs taken along the Johannisbach

22

12

grass
bushes
trees
stream

road
trees
fence
pond
bushes
car
manege

Hawthorn hedge

Different orchard trees,
including cherry and appel

Maple
Oak
Birch
Maple
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2ND LAYER CODES

2ND LAYER

trees
house
car
hedge
stream
grass

1ST LAYER CODES

1ST LAYER

2
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3 examples of coded photographs taken along the Gillesbach

22

12

meadow
road
hedge
trees
forest
ditch
water

bushes

trees
forest
path
stream
fallen tree
bridge

path
meadow
grass
bushes
trees
fence

Beech
Beech
Pine tree

Oak
Hazel
Hawthorn
(Linden)
Maple
Ash

2ND LAYER CODES

2ND LAYER

1ST LAYER CODES

1ST LAYER

2

Hawthorn hedge
Beech
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